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Abstract: We consider amplituhedron-like geometries which are defined in a similar way
to the intrinsic definition of the amplituhedron but with non-maximal winding number.
We propose that for the cases with minimal number of points the canonical form of these
geometries corresponds to the product of parity conjugate amplitudes at tree as well as
loop level. The product of amplitudes in superspace lifts to a star product in bosonised
superspace which we give a precise definition of. We give an alternative definition of
amplituhedron-like geometries, analogous to the original amplituhedron definition, and
also a characterisation as a sum over pairs of on-shell diagrams that we use to prove the
conjecture at tree level. The union of all amplituhedron-like geometries has a very simple
definition given by only physical inequalities. Although such a union does not give a
positive geometry, a natural extension of the standard definition of canonical form, the
globally oriented canonical form, acts on this union and gives the square of the amplitude.
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In the last few years beautiful relations between scattering amplitudes and geometrical
objects called positive geometries have been uncovered. The first examples of this connec-
tion [1, 2] led to the discovery of the amplituhedron [3]. Physical observables are extracted
from positive geometries by computing their canonical form, a unique top dimensional
rational form with logarithmic singularities on the boundaries of the geometry [4]. The
canonical form of the amplituhedron is conjectured to correspond to colour ordered su-
peramplitudes in planar N = 4 SYM. A n particle superamplitude is a polynomial in
Grassmann odd variables where the coefficients are ordinary amplitudes, so that the in-
formation about scattering amplitudes for any particle is efficiently packaged in a single
manifestly supersymmetric invariant object. The canonical form of the amplituhedron
leads to a bosonised superamplitude [1].
In [5], a geometrical object called the correlahedron was introduced, and conjectured
to be equivalent to the correlator of stress-energy tensor supermultiplets in planar N = 4
SYM. The correlahedron is not itself a positive geometry, but evidence was given that it
nevertheless possesses a well-defined volume form that should yield the correlator. This
form shares fundamental properties with the canonical form, like having d log singularities
on codimension-1 boundaries and it has been computed from the geometry for the 5 points
NMHV correlator. This seems to point to some sort of generalized canonical form such as
recently investigated in [6, 7] for example. Correlators in planar N = 4 SYM have very
direct and surprising connections with scattering amplitudes. In particular, the square of
the superamplitude at all loops can be obtained as a limit of the tree-level correlator [8–
13]. The same limit performed geometrically on the correlahedron defines a new geometry
called the squared amplituhedron, whose canonical form is thus conjectured to correspond
to the square of the superamplitude. The main purpose of this work is to further investi-
gate the squared amplituhedron conjecture and understand its geometric structure as well
as investigate alternative geometries similar to the amplituhedron. Along the way we will
prove at tree-level in all cases with minimal number of points, that the squared amplituhe-
dron indeed gives the square of the amplitude, but will find that there are subtleties to be
understood in cases of non-minimal number of points.
A new definition of the amplituhedron was proposed in [14] as a Grassmannian polytope
with positive proper boundaries and maximal flipping (or winding) number, a topological
invariant connected to the ordering of the kinematical data once projected down to one
dimension. As pointed out there, this definition suggests a natural generalization of the
amplituhedron geometry by allowing the flipping number to assume non-maximal values.
We call these geometries amplituhedron-like geometries.
We will focus almost entirely on the case of amplituhedron-like geometries with minimal
number of points (maximal MHV degree) ie k = n−m where m = 4 in the physically
interesting case but we often consider general m also. This is a big simplification and
in particular means that the external data is trivialised. For the amplituhedron itself
this case corresponds simply to the anti-MHV amplitude. However for amplituhedron-like

















multiplied by their parity conjugate amplitudes, but there is evidence that the individual
amplitudes themselves can be extracted from this combination [15]. Furthermore this
sector corresponds to taking various light-like limits of four-point correlators about which
there is a wealth of concrete information. Their integrands have a hidden permutation
symmetry [16] and this has helped obtain their explicit expression up to ten loops [17–19].
We will use the following notation to distinguish between geometrical regions, the
corresponding expression in bosonised superspace, and the corresponding expression in
superspace:
geometry bosonised superspace superspace
amplituhedron An,k,l An,k,l An,k,l







So in particular the expression in bosonised superspace is obtained from the geometry by




n,k,l ) and the expression
in superspace is obtained from the expression in bosonised superspace by integrating out
some fermionic degrees of freedom.
The squared amplituhedron of [5] is a similar geometry to the amplituhedron-like ge-
ometry, constrained just by proper boundary inequalities but with no version of the winding
condition and it can thus be viewed as the union of all amplituhedron-like geometries. The
square of the superamplitude with fixed MHV degree k = n−4 is given by the sum over k′
of the product of the Nk′MHV amplitude, An,k′ and its conjugate An,n−k′−4. The number
of terms in this sum coincides precisely with the number of inequivalent geometries trian-
gulating the squared amplituhedron. It is thus natural to propose a precise relation namely
that: the amplituhedron-like geometry with flipping number f , H (f)n,k , gives the product of
the NfMHV superamplitudes and its conjugate,
H
(f)
n,n−4 = An,f ∗An,n−f−4 . (1.1)








An,k′,l′ ∗An,n−k′−4,l−l′ . (1.2)
A proposal along these lines was previously made in [14] for the MHV case with arbitrary
number of points H(0;l
′)
n,0,l . At first sight this is a different sector to the case we consider.
However due to factorisation of anti-MHV amplitudes this in fact corresponds to H(f ;l
′)
n,f,l
and we will prove the relation for this case as well as at tree level. Here the product of
amplitudes in superspace becomes a particular combination we call the star product of
bosonised superamplitudes. We will give a precise definition of this star product.
We also find an alternative characterisation of amplituhedron-like geometries analogous
to the original definition of the amplituhedron. Tree-level amplituhedron-like geometries
with flipping number f are given in terms of a subset of the set of matrices C ∈ Gr(k, n)
projected through Z. However rather than this subset of matrices C having positive ordered

















two submatrices C1 (an f × n matrix) and alt(C2) (a (k−f) × n matrix) where C1 and
C2 have all positive ordered maximal minors and the matrix alt(C2) is formed from C2
by flipping the sign of every odd column. A similar alternative characterisation of the
amplituhedron-like geometry can also be made at loop level.
Combinations of on-shell diagrams (arising from BCFW recursion) result in triangu-
lations of the amplituhedron. In a similar way we show that at tree-level pairs of on-shell
diagrams give a direct triangulation of the amplituhedron-like geometry. This fact can then
be used to prove (1.1) for all multiplicity and winding number. We also prove the proposal
at loop level in the simplest case of maximal (or equivalently minimal) flipping number f
giving MHV×anti-MHV at specified loop levels at all multiplicity.
Having understood the amplituhedron-like geometries it is interesting to return to the
squared amplituhedron which is the union of amplituhedron-like geometries with different
flipping number. The square of the superamplitude shares with the superamplitude the
property that it has only proper poles and dlog divergences. Differently from the super-
amplitude however, its maximal residues are not all normalizable to ±1, 0. But this is a
key property of the canonical form of any positive geometry! This therefore presents an
apparent problem in the identification of the square of the amplitude with the canonical
form of the squared amplituhedron. We solve this issue by first defining the squared ampli-
tuhedron on the oriented Grassmannian, and then defining the globally oriented canonical
form. The globally oriented canonical form coincides with the canonical form for connected
geometries (and thus for the amplituhedron) but can give a different result for (almost) dis-
connected geometries. We then understand the geometric origin of the non-uniform weight
of the maximal residues of the superamplitude squared by the fact that is composed of
the almost disconnected union of amplituhedron-like geometries, that is the union of ge-
ometries that do not share any codimension 1 boundary but do share lower codimension
boundaries. In practise, as long as the geometry is described in terms of multi-linear in-
equalities, the oriented canonical form can be straightforwardly evaluated using cylindrical
decomposition.
Finally, all the geometries cited so far are defined by a system of inequalities depending
on the kinematic data as parameters. Thus it is interesting to see if there are any other
obvious further generalisations of the amplituhedron geometry for example by considering
similar defining inequalities but with different choices of signs. As a modest step in this
direction we examine carefully the consequence for such a geometry of demanding it has a
manifest cyclic canonical form. While the canonical form, i.e. the amplitude, is invariant
under the rescaling of the external data Zi → λZi, the geometry is invariant only under
positive rescaling λ > 0. Nevertheless, geometries related by such a transformation with
λ < 0 have the same canonical form. We thus define geometries to be equivalent if they
are related by a flip of some Zs. This type of observation has already been a fundamental
ingredient for proving perturbative unitarity using the amplituhedron [20]. Examining all
possible versions of manifest geometrical cyclicity we find that all are equivalent to either
cyclic or twisted cyclic geometries, thus drastically cutting down the different geometries
under consideration. As a result of this line of thinking we find an equivalence relation be-

















for the values that they can assume. The transformation linking the two equivalent ge-
ometries corresponds to Zi → (−1)iZi, a map that is closely related to parity [21]. Using
similar ideas, we consider also the maximally nilpotent correlator Gn−4,n and we prove that
all the geometries with the minimal requirements to be compatible with correlator pole
structure are equivalent to the correlahedron.
This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we introduce the formulation of the
superamplitude in dual momentum twistor variables and we review the bosonised super-
amplitude with some emphasis on its normalization. Then, we define the superamplitude
squared and define a product between functions directly in the bosonised superamplitude
space which we call star product and we indicate with the ∗ symbol. In section 3 we define
the amplituhedron-like geometries and we state our conjecture for the canonical form of
amplituhedron-like geometries as products of amplitudes at tree as well as loop level. Then
we define the squared amplituhedron as the union of all amplituhedron-like geometries and
we conjecture that its (oriented) canonical form corresponds to the square of the super-
amplitude. We also give an alternative definition of the amplituhedron-like geometry as a
projection of the positive and the alternating positive Grassmannian which we will then use
to prove our conjecture at tree level. In section 4 we review the definition of the canonical
form and we introduce the oriented canonical form of a union of positive geometries as the
sum of the canonical forms of the elements in the union. We then describe an algorithm
called CAD to compute the oriented canonical form and which we use to perform explicit
test for the oriented canonical form of amplituhedron-like geometries. In section 5 we
show how any plane in the amplituhedron-like geometry can be seen as the product of two
planes each belonging to a different amplituhedron and we use this fact along with on-shell
diagrams to prove our conjecture at tree level. We then give a proof of the conjecture at
all loops for the product of MHV and anti-MHV amplitudes. We conclude the section by
looking at some explicit computations for n ≤ 7 and to some generalized amplituhedron-
like geometries for m = 2, 6, 8. In section 6 we formulate a refined version of our conjecture
for the canonical form of regions in the amplituhedron-like geometries characterized by a
precise set of inequalities called sign-flip pattern. Finally in section 7 we study the equiv-
alence relations between geometries with a cyclic canonical form and we find that for each
equivalence class we can always choose cyclic or twisted cyclic representatives. We then
consider the maximal nilpotent correlator Gn,n,4 and prove that all consistent geometries
are equivalent to the correlahedron.
2 Amplitudes and their products in amplituhedron space
In this section we introduce the superamplitude first in dual momentum twistor super-
space [22] and then its formulation in a bosonised superspace [1, 3] which we can call
“amplituhedron space”. We note a normalisation involved in the explicit map between
the two spaces. Then we focus on the meaning of the product of amplitudes directly on

















2.1 Superamplitudes in momentum supertwistor space
Planar n-point superamplitudes, An, in N = 4 SYM can be conveniently written as a super






∈ C4|4, i = 1, . . . , n .
The momentum twistors zi are vectors in C4, transforming linearly under the conformal
group SU(2, 2). Functions of the zi invariant under the conformal group are thus naturally
formed by stacking four momentum twistors together to form a 4 × 4 matrix and taking
its determinant, denoted
〈zizjzkzl〉 = 〈ijkl〉 = det(zi, zj , zk, zl). (2.1)
More generally the bracket 〈· · ·〉 will denote the determinant of the matrix formed by the
vectors contained in the angle brackets. The χi instead are Grassmann odd variables which
transform under the SU(4) R-symmetry group. The superamplitude is a singlet of SU(4)
which can only be obtained via contracting the SU(4) indices with an SU(4) ε tensor, thus
all χ monomials in the superamplitude have a χ degree which is a multiple of four. Because
of this, it makes sense to consider polynomials of homogeneous degree separately
An = An,0 +An,1 +An,2 + · · ·+An,n−4, (2.2)
where An,k has uniform degree 4k in the χ’s and is called the NkMHV amplitude. Here
An,0 = 1.
The χ dependent building blocks have an elegant representation in terms of bosonised
super-momentum twistors which we will review now. This formulation gives a new per-
spective for the superamplitude that is at the core of the amplituhedron picture.
2.2 The superamplitude in amplituhedron space
One nice way to deal with the Grassmann odd nature of the superamplitude An,k is to
attach 4k additional Grassmann odd variables φαA, α = 1, . . . , k, A = 1, . . . , 4 to each χ,













We then rewrite the superamplitude in terms of these bosonised supertwistors Zi. More pre-
cisely we define a map Bk,4 from superamplitudes (functions of n momentum supertwistor
space variables), to bosonised superamplitudes (functions of n bosonised supertwistors in
k + 4 dimensions together with a single k-plane in k + 4 dimensions, Y )
Bk,4 : An,k(Zi) 7→ An,k(Zi, Y ) . (2.4)

















The map Bk,4 is defined by insisting that if the bosonised Zs are written in terms of χ.φ
as in (2.3), and Y takes the special value Y0 below, then the result is the superamplitude
times the product of all the φs:












Here N(k,m) is a normalisation factor to be discussed shortly. For now note that as long as
An,k(Zi(χ), Y0) is homogeneous of degree 4k in the χs, then it will inevitably take the form
of the r.h.s. for some function of the χs, An,k(Zi), due to the Grassmann nature of the φs.2
Since the bosonised χs are obtained as a product of Grassmann odd quantities, they will
satisfy various non-trivial nilpotency relations between them (eg (Ziα)5 = 0) which means
that (2.5) does not uniquely define the form of the bosonised superamplitude An,k(Zi, Y0)
if we think of it as an ordinary function of complex variables. However the claim is that it
does have a unique form with a given structure involving an emergent SL(4+k) symmetry.
In particular a generic NkMHV-type dual superconformal invariant can be written in a
manifestly SL(4 + k) invariant form as the product of 4, (k + 4)-brackets3
〈I1〉 〈I2〉 〈I3〉 〈I4〉 , (2.6)
where here and in the following we will use a short-hand notation I, J etc to represent an





to be the set





. Any bosonized superamplitude
can be written as a sum of terms of the form (2.6) times a rational function of the ordinary
4-momentum twistors.
Furthermore 4-brackets involving twistors (2.1) can also be promoted to (k+4)-brackets
of bosonised supertwistors by including the (4+k)× k matrix Y0, via the identity






Then there appears to be a unique way of writing a function An,k(Zi, Y ) which satis-
fies (2.5), and which has manifest SL(4 + k) symmetry.
Let us consider a simple example to illustrate this. The 5-point NMHV superamplitude
A5,1 has the form
A5,1(Zi) =
δ4(χ1〈2345〉+ cyclic)
〈1234〉 〈2345〉 〈3451〉 〈4512〉 〈5123〉 (2.8)
2Note that the relation is more commonly written in the form An,k(Zi) = N(k, 4)
∫
d4kφAn,k(Z) which
is implied by (2.5) but is not as strong, since An,k(Z) could have terms of lower degree in the φs and still
satisfy this integral form. Furthermore we have not seen explicit mention of the normalisation N(k,m) in
the literature.
3In fact one can always write it as a single bracket to the power of m, 〈I1〉, but it is useful to consider

















and the corresponding bosonised superamplitude has the form
A5,1(Zi, Y0) = [12345] :=
〈12345〉4
〈Y01234〉 〈Y02345〉 〈Y03451〉 〈Y04512〉 〈Y05123〉
. (2.9)
The amplitude A5,1 now manifests fully the SL(k+ 4) symmetry if we allow the symmetry
to act on Y0 as well as the Zs. It is also straightforward to check that it satisfies (2.5) with
N(1, 4) = 4!. We therefore treat the Zs as projective vectors in Pk+4, promote Y0 from a
constant to a variable Y ∈ Gr(k, k + 4) and study the analytic properties of An,k(Z, Y ).
We will generalize this construction, as is by now standard, by considering the momen-
tum twistor dimension and the χs R-symmetry index dimension instead to be a generic
positive integer m rather than 4. Then a generic invariant is expressed on a k+m dimen-
sional bosonized space and will read







It is quite natural to further view this bosonised amplitude as a top form of the
Grassmannian Gr(k, k+m) that Y is an element of. The dimension of Gr(k, k+m) is mk,




〈Y dmYa〉 , (2.11)
where Ya indicates the ath column of Y . Notice that the measure has weight k(m+k) in Y
and thus attaching this to the amplitude it will have weight 0 in the Y s as well as the Zs.
This construction also extends to loops (for m = 4). In fact, for planar amplitudes
there is a well defined notion of the amplitude integrand [22–24]. A loop is represented
by a pair of bosonised supertwistors (AB) where A,B ∈ C4+k. Bosonised amplitudes
will depend on loops through the brackets 〈Y ABZiZj〉. Its covariant measure reads
〈Y ABd2A〉 〈Y ABd2B〉. Loop variables always appear in the same bracket with Y . There-
fore they are naturally defined on Y ⊥, and are elements of Gr(2, 4).
Summarising, the bosonised superamplitude An,k,l can be written as a rational differ-
ential form depending on Y ∈ Gr(k, k + 4) and l loop variables which are lines in Y ⊥ so
effectively (AB)i ∈ Gr(2, 4), together with n Z’s in Gr(1, k+ 4). Remarkably the resulting
differential form is the unique canonical form obtained from a simple geometrical object, the
amplituhedron. In the next section we will give a brief review of this geometrical formalism.
Finally we discuss the normalization N(k,m) appearing in the map from superspace
to amplituhedron space (2.5). This is present simply due to the combinatorics involved in
extracting the φs from the amplituhedron-type expression. It can be motivated and derived
through the example of the anti-MHV k = n− 4 amplitude. This has a simple expression
in amplituhedron space:
An,n−4(Zi, Y ) =
〈1 · · ·n〉4∏


















But in order for this to give the corresponding superspace expression we need to pull out
the φs, yielding a numerical factor. Explicitly then, for general m, the numerical factor












So for m = 1, for example, we don’t have any R-symmetry index and every term in the
(single) determinant contributes the same giving a factor of k!. Taking into account the
re-ordering of the Grassmann variables then gives N(k, 1) = (−1)b k2 ck!. More generally,










2.3 The squared superamplitude
The superamplitude is a polynomial in the Grassmannian variables χ that can be organized
as a sum of polynomials of uniform degree, the NMHV sectors (2.2). The same thing can
be done for the product of the full superamplitude (sum over all NkMHV sectors) with
itself, the superamplitude squared, which will be the main object we will be interested in












where we would like to stress the fact that these products are between functions of anti-
commuting variables. Each product An,k′An,k−k′ has uniform degree in χ equal to 4(k′ +





Notice that each term in the sum is a product of two dual superconformal invariants and
therefore (A2) will also be dual superconformally invariant. This means that we can follow
the same bosonisation procedure we used for the amplitude and write (A2)n,k in terms of
the k + 4 brackets (2.6).
























Here the amplitude An,k,l is symmetric respect to the loop variables {AB1, · · · , ABl} and
we define the integration measure as weighted by 1/l! compared to l copies of the 1-loop
measure:
dµl[(AB)1, . . . , (AB)l] :=
dµ1[(AB)1] . . . dµ1[(AB)l]
l! . (2.19)

















dµl (A2)n,k,l , (2.20)

















however that we have not specified the distribution of the l loop variables between the two
factors An,k′,l′ and An,k−k′,l−l′ . The most natural choice is to have a completely symmetric





inequivalent ways to do this and the
squared amplitude simply sums over all these inequivalent distributions (2.21).
2.4 The star product
We now wish to consider the squared amplitude in amplituhedron space. We must therefore
understand the outcome of taking the product of amplitudes in amplituhedron space. Note
that this can not be given simply by the product of amplitudes in amplituhedron space,
as these will live in different spaces. Instead we define a map we call ∗ which takes two
amplitudes in amplituhedron space and produces a third amplitude in amplituhedron space






= An,k1(Zi, Yk1) ∗An,k2(Zi, Yk2) . (2.22)
Note that the ∗ takes an object in k1+4 dimensions and an object in k2+4 dimensions and
outputs an object in k1+k2+4 dimensions.
We now give an explicit definition of this ∗ product via its action on arbitrary dual
superconformal invariants (2.10). So we consider the product of two dual superconformal
building blocks (2.6) of degree k1 and k2 respectively. In superspace the product is clear,
but what happens in the bosonised amplituhedron space when we take the product? Gen-
eralising to arbitrary m, the bosonised invariants live in dimensions, k1 + m and k2 + m
dimensions respectively, and we want to write the product as an object k1 +k2 +m dimen-
sions. To keep track of the φ dependence we will add the subscript k1 +m to the k1 +m
dimensional brackets and the subscript k2 + m to the k2 + m dimensional brackets. We













































〈Y (Ia ∩ Jσ(a))〉k1+k2+m ,
(2.23)
where Y is in Gr(k1+k2, k1+k2+m). Here Sm is the set of permutations of m elements
and (I ∩ J) represents an intersection in k1 + k2 +m dimensions, explicitly:
〈Y (I ∩ J)〉 =
∑
i∈M(I)
〈Y i〉 〈iJ〉 sgn(ii), (2.24)
whereM(I) = ( Im ), that is the set of orderedm tuples in I, and i is the ordered complement
of i in I, that is i = I − i.
Note that if we set Y to Y0 and the Zs to Z(χ), as defined in (2.3), and include
the normalisation factor N(k,m) then the star product formula (2.23) must reduce to an
ordinary product. (This is just from the defining equation (2.22) and the definition of the
map B (2.4), (2.5)). Thus to prove the explicit form of the star product (2.23) we need to























〈Y0(Ia ∩ Jσ(a))〉k1+k2+m . (2.25)
We include the proof of this for m = 1 and some checks for m = 2 and m = 4 in
the appendix.
Example. As an example, let’s look at the squared amplitude (A2)6,2. This is given by
two terms
(A2)6,2 = 2A6,2 + (A6,1)2 . (2.26)
Now we want to express (2.26) as a function on the bosonised amplituhedron superspace.
The first term is the 6 points anti-MHV amplitude An,n−4 given in (2.12). For the second
term we start with the BCFW expression for A6,1 [25] in terms of the 5-point NMHV-
invariant (2.9), that is
A6,1 = [12345] + [12356] + [13456]. (2.27)
To compute the square of A6,1 we need the (star) product of 5-brackets. Identifying a
5-bracket as 〈̂i〉, where î indicates the unique twistor that is not present and a 4-bracket
as 〈̂iĵ〉 similarly, the star product formula (2.23) gives

















Indeed, as pointed out in [15], the result is completely fixed up to proportionality by
matching the scaling in each Z. The square of any R-invariant will be equal to zero. We
possess now all the elements to compute (A6,1)2 and obtain
(A6,1)∗2 = 2 ([12345] ∗ [12356] + [12345] ∗ [13456] + [13456] ∗ [12356])






where the 4-brackets 〈∗〉 are short-hand for 〈Y ∗〉. Summing this result with A6,2 (2.12) we
obtain (A2)6,2 in amplituhedron space.
Product of multiple amplitudes. The product of multiple bosonised brackets can be
computed just by using the associative property of the * product. However it’s also possible
to write a direct formula for the * product of multiple brackets. To do this notice that
〈Y (I ∩ J)〉 = 〈I(Y ∩ J)〉 . (2.30)
which can be checked by expanding the respective intersections on each side out over the
J basis
〈Y (I ∩ J)〉 =
∑
j
〈Y j〉 〈Ij̄〉 sgn(j ∪ j̄)
〈I(Y ∩ J)〉 =
∑
j
〈Ij̄〉 〈Y j〉 sgn(j̄ ∪ j). (2.31)
Using this alternative expression, equation (2.23) for the product of 2 terms naturally
















〈I1,a(Y ∩ I2,σ2(a)) · · · (Y ∩ It,σt(a))〉k1+···+kt+m , (2.32)
up to a sign which is positive for m even and depends on k1, · · · , kt for m odd.
2.5 Maximal residues of the squared amplituhedron
Because the square of the superamplitude can be written as a sum of products of on-shell
diagrams (see section 5.2) it only has dlog singularities just like the superamplitude itself.
Differently from the superamplitude however, the maximal residues of the square of the
superamplitude are not all ±1. A simple consequence of the standard recursive definition
of the canonical form of a positive geometry given in [4] is that all its non-trivial maximal
residues are ±1. This looks like an apparent problem for a geometric description of the
square of the amplituhedron. Nevertheless we will define in section 4, an alternative and

















form. It can be defined on any subspace of an oriented space defined by linear inequalities.
Maximal residues of this oriented canonical form can have different absolute values and we
will see that it allows for a geometrical avatar to the square of the superamplitude.
To illustrate the point about maximal residues, we give here an explicit example of two
residues that have different absolute value, consider again the n = 6, k = 2 superamplitude
squared, that is given by (2.26) lifted to amplituhedron space
(A2)6,2 = 2A6,2 +A6,1 ∗A6,1 . (2.33)
Note that a factor of 2 is manifest in the first term but is also present in the expression for
the second term (2.29). These two terms then have uniform maximal residues equal to ±2
or 0. We can examine this explicitly, using the coordinates
Y =
(
1 α2 + α4 + α6 + α8 (α2 + α4 + α6)α7 (α2 + α4)α5 α2α3 0
0 1 α7 α5 α3 α1
)
(2.34)













1− α2α6 + α4α8(α4+α6+α8)(α2+α4+α6)
)
. (2.36)
From this parametrized form we can see that for example both terms contribute equally to





and will thus yield a maximal residue of 4. On the other hand, the residue corresponding





yielding a maximal residue of 2. In general we will have that the maximal residues of (A2)6,2
are all equal to 0,±2 or ±4. Therefore (A2)6,2 can not be interpreted as the canonical form
of a positive geometry with the standard definition. But we will find it does have a very
natural interpretation as the oriented canonical form of a geometry (section 4).
3 Amplituhedron-like geometries
Having discussed the form of amplitudes, their products and the squared amplitude in
amplituhedron space we now turn to the corresponding geometries. We first review the
amplituhedron geometry [3, 14] before defining a natural generalisation of this which we call
“amplituhedron-like” geometries which we argue corresponds to the product of amplitudes,


















The amplituhedron is a geometrical object introduced in [3] which is equivalent to the
amplitude. Its codimension one boundaries correspond to the locus of the order one poles
of the bosonised amplitude. This generalizes to lower order boundaries, so the loci of
the order p poles correspond to the codimension p-boundaries of the amplituhedron. The
amplituhedron is described An,k is the subspace of Gr(k, k + 4) defined as
tree amplituhedron: An,k(Y ;Z) := {Y = C · Z ∈ Gr(k, k + 4)| C ∈ Gr>(k, n)},
for Z ∈ Gr>(k + 4, n) , (3.1)
where Gr>(k, n) is the space of oriented k-planes for which all the maximal ordered minors
are positive and is called the positive Grassmannian [26]. The positive Grassmannian is
inherently real and therefore An,k is defined as a region in the real oriented Grassmannian
G̃r(k, k+4) := Rk×4/GL+(k), that is the space of oriented k-planes in k+4 dimensions. The
amplituhedron is usually then viewed as being the projection of this onto the (unoriented)
real Grassmannian Gr(k, k+4). However we instead find it useful to remain on G̃r(k, k+4)
and view the amplituhedron directly on this space. This allows for a natural universal
orientation for any subset. The amplitude itself is extracted from the geometry by taking
its canonical form (see section 4) and will therefore also initially be defined on the real
Grassmannian, but can be then analytically continued to the complex numbers. This
definition of Y through the matrix C is in general degenerate, that is two different C’s in





det(Ci1 , · · · , Cik)Zi1 · · ·Zik , (3.2)
where Ci is the i-th column of the matrix C. Using (3.2) we can see that the brackets
〈Y ii+ 1jj + 1〉 are always positive,
〈Y ii+ ijj + 1〉 =
∑
1≤i1<···<ik≤n
det(Ci1 , · · · , Cik) 〈Zi1 · · ·ZikZiZi+1ZjZj+1〉 > 0, (3.3)
where we used that Z ∈ Gr>(k + 4, n) (3.1). Each term in the sum is positive since it is
given by the product of an ordered C minor and an ordered Z minor. The j = n case is
special and one can check that the bracket 〈ii+ 1n1〉 is positive for k odd and negative for
k even. If we consider an amplituhedron for k 6= n − 4, i.e. k not maximal. The brackets
〈Y ii+ ijj + 1〉 are the only brackets that have a fixed sign for all Y . This implies that the
codimension one boundaries of the amplituhedron are a subset of the region described by
the equation 〈Y ii+ 1jj + 1〉 = 0.
The bosonised superamplitude is obtained from the amplituhedron as its canonical
form [4] which we will discuss further in section 4.
3.2 The amplituhedron and flipping number
In [14] an equivalent, more direct definition of the amplituhedron was defined as a certain

















the form 〈Y ZiZjZlZm〉 > 0, together with a further topological condition to be described,
but importantly with no reference to the auxiliary positive matrix C present in the original
definition (3.1).
At tree-level the alternative definition of the amplituhedron (3.1) is as the set
An,k :=
Y ∈ Gr(k, k + 4)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈Y ii+ 1jj + 1〉 > 0 1 ≤ i < j − 1 ≤ n− 2
〈Y ii+11n〉 (−1)k > 0 1 ≤ i < n− 1
{〈Y 123i〉} has k sign flips as i = 4, . . . , n

for Z ∈ Gr>(k + 4, n),
(3.4)
That the two definitions (3.1) and (3.4) are equivalent is proven for m = 1 and m = 2 [35],
but still it is still conjectural for general m. Here the inequalities 〈Y ii+ 1jj + 1〉 > 0 and
〈Y ii+ 1n1〉 (−1)k+1 > 0 correspond to the locations of the proper poles of the amplitudes
and are sometimes called proper boundaries. The second set of constraints, is that the
string {〈Y 123i〉} as i ranges from 3 to n must change sign exactly k times, although the
precise place where the sign changes is not important. This is a purely topological condition
and 〈Y 123i〉 = 0 will not be a physical boundary.
This sign flip constraint is clearly not manifestly cyclic. Cyclicity then demands that
if the string {〈Y 123i〉} has k sign flips, then all the strings of the form {〈Y jj+1j+2i〉}
must have the same number of flips. Indeed, an even stronger statement can be proved.
If the proper boundary inequalities hold, then all the strings of the form {〈Y j1j1+1j2i〉}
have the same number of flips as i 6= j1, j1 + 1 runs from j2+1 to j2 − 1 [14].
The loop amplituhedron can also be written in a similar form. The loop variables
in the amplituhedron picture are represented by 2-planes (AB)i living in Y ⊥. The loop
amplituhedron An,k,l is defined as the objects {Y, (AB)1, . . . , (AB)l}, with Y belonging to
the tree level amplituhedron, and each (AB)i satisfying the following inequalities
An,k,l :=

Y, (AB)1, ., (AB)l
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Y ∈ An,k
〈Y (AB)jii+ 1〉 > 0, ∀ j, ∀i = 1, ., n−1
〈Y (AB)j1n〉 (−1)k+1 > 0 ∀ j
{〈Y (AB)j1i〉} has k+2 flips as i = 2, . . . , n, ∀j
〈(AB)i(AB)j〉 > 0 ∀i 6= j

for Z ∈ Gr>(k + 4, n),
(3.5)
3.3 Amplituhedron-like geometries
This new definition of the amplituhedron (3.4) has the desirable feature of treating the
proper boundaries and the other constraints separately, so we can modify the second while
leaving the first the same. A natural generalization of these geometries is then to relax the
constraint on the number of sign flips in (3.4). We thus define a tree-level amplituhedron-
like geometry, H (f)n,k , by fixing the number of flips f . To be consistent with cyclic or twisted





















Y ∈ Gr(k, k + 4)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈Y ii+ 1jj + 1〉 > 0 1 ≤ i < j − 1 ≤ n− 2
〈Y ii+11n〉 (−1)f > 0 1 ≤ i < n− 1
{〈Y 123i〉} has f sign flips as i = 4, . . . , n

for Z ∈ Gr+(k + 4, n),
(3.6)
In [14] it was proven that for a k-plane with convex Zs the maximal allowed number of
flips is exactly k so
0 ≤ f ≤ k . (3.7)
We can see that the amplituhedron itself is then the case of an amplituhedron-like geometry
with f = k,
An,k = H (k)n,k . (3.8)
The loop amplituhedron can also be generalised in a similar fashion. Here we allow
for an arbitrary flipping number, fj , for each loop variable. The generalization of the loop






Y, (AB)1, ., (AB)l
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Y ∈H (f)n,k
〈Y (AB)jii+1〉 > 0, ∀ j, ∀i = 1, ., n−1
〈Y (AB)j1n〉 (−1)fj > 0 ∀ j
{〈Y (AB)j1i〉} has fj flips as i = 2, . . . , n, ∀j
〈Y (AB)i(AB)j〉 > 0 ∀i 6= j

for Z ∈ Gr>(k + 4, n) .
(3.9)
The amplituhedron itself is then the case f = k and fj = k + 2
An,k,l = H (k;k+2,k+2,...,k+2)n,k,l . (3.10)
In the maximal k case, k = n − 4, Z is a square n × n matrix and thus is always in
Gr>(k+4, n) (or equivalently Gr<(k+4, n) if the determinant is negative). Thus for much
of what follows we will restrict to this case k = n− 4.
Now we would like to see what are the possible values for the loop flipping numbers
fj . If we project positive Z’s through a k-plane Y with flipping number f , we obtain
a configuration of Z’s on Y ⊥ that is defined by the brackets 〈ijkl〉Y = 〈Y ijkl〉. The
〈ijkl〉Y satisfies the same inequalities as those of the NfMHV amplituhedron, An,f . In [14]
it is conjectured4 that any Z configuration 〈ijkl〉 with positive proper boundaries and
4The original formulation of conjecture is that given some (m× n) matrix of Z’s that satisfy the wind-

















flipping number equal to f can be generated as a projection of positive Z̃s though an f -
plane Ỹ ∈ An,f . This conjecture implies that for any Y ∈ H (f)n,k there exists Ỹ ∈ An,f ,
Z̃ ∈ Gr>(f +m,n) and ÃB ∈ Ỹ ⊥ such that
〈ijkl〉Y = 〈̃ij̃k̃l̃〉Ỹ , 〈ABij〉Y = 〈ÃBĩj̃〉Ỹ ∀ i, j, k, l. (3.11)
Therefore the sign flip string 〈Y AB1i〉 has the same constraints as the sign flip string
〈Ỹ ÃB 1̃̃i〉. We know that the maximal flipping number for k-planes with positive Zs is
k. Here (Ỹ ÃB) is an (f+2)-plane and thus has maximal flipping number f + 2. We can
then conclude that the 〈Y AB1i〉 flipping number must also be less than or equal to f+2.
Moreover, the twisted cyclicity condition for Y (second line of (3.6)) must be consistent
with the twisted cyclicity condition for each (AB)j (third line of (3.9)). We thus have the
following restrictions on the loop flipping numbers fj in order to obtain a sensible geometry
yielding a cyclic non-trivial canonical form
fj ≤ f + 2, fj = f mod 2 . (3.12)
But there is a stronger constraint which is easiest to see by considering the following
equivalence map of geometries.
If we change the sign of alternate Zs, and all loop variables, we obtain a map between






















where an overall minus in front of H indicates that we also reverse all the inequalities
(or equivalently send all 〈. . .〉 7→ − 〈. . .〉. This relation can be checked by just considering
the definitions on both sides. For example the sign of every second element of the string
〈Y 123i〉 is swapped under Zi 7→ Zi(−1)i. Thus every sign flip in the original space becomes
a non sign flip and vice versa, and thus the flipping number f 7→ n−4−f .
The canonical forms arising from the two geometries H (f ;fj)n,n−4,l and H
(n−4−f ;n−2−fj)
n,n−4,l






This equivalence then implies a much stronger bound on the allowed loop flipping numbers.
We require fj ≤ f+2 but also for the dual geometry (3.14) this means n−2−fj ≤ n−4−f+2
ie f ≤ fj . Together with (3.12) we then see that each loop flipping number can only take
2 possible values
fj = f or f + 2 . (3.15)
With this in mind, we only need to keep track of the relative number of fjs which are

















obtained by symmetrising over these variables. Thus we also define a loop amplituhedron-
like geometry with just two superscripts, f, l′ where l′ is the number of loops with maximal













where we take the union over all inequivalent choices of taking l′ loop variables to have
maximal flipping number f + 2 and the remaining ones minimal flipping number f .
3.4 Conjecture: amplituhedron-like geometries give products
Having defined a natural generalisation of the amplituhedron, the amplituhedron-like ge-
ometries, we now discuss what they correspond to physically. First at tree level, focusing
on the maximal k = n−4, there are k+1 amplituhedron-like geometries H (f)n,k , f = 0, . . . , k
with f equivalent to k−f through (3.14). This perfectly mimics the possible products of two
amplitudes of total Grassmann degree k = n− 4, An,k′An,n−4−k′ . We conjecture that the
canonical form H (in fact the oriented canonical form to be defined in the next section) of
an amplituhedron-like geometry H gives the star product (see (2.22)) of superamplitudes
main conjecture (tree-level): H(f)n,n−4 = An,f ∗An,n−f−4 . (3.17)
Note that in the case of maximal flipping number, f = n− 4, this conjecture collapses
to the standard amplituhedron conjecture (recalling that An,0 = 1). We will define the
canonical form in the next section and then in the following section describe the various
proofs and checks giving evidence for this conjecture which we have performed.
The amplituhedron-like geometries at loop level depend also on the flipping number
of the loop variables, l′ (see (3.16)). We thus generalize (3.17) to loop level and conjecture
that for k = n−4 the canonical form of the loop amplituhedron-like geometry with l′ loops







n,n−4,l = An,f,l′(AB1, · · · , ABl′) ∗An,n−f−4,l−l′(ABl′+1, · · · , ABl) (3.18)
where the loop variables with maximal flipping number f + 2 belong to the first factor
An,k′,l′ and the remaining loop variables to An,n−k′−4,l−l′ . By summing over inequivalent






An,k′,l′((AB)σ(i)) ∗An,n−k′−4,l−l′((AB)σ(i)) , (3.19)
suppressing the explicit distribution of loop variables this can be written in the more
compact form
























One can see that (3.20) is consistent with the duality (3.14) and it’s trivially true for
the case k′ = n−4, l′ = l which collapses to the standard amplituhedron conjecture for the
anti-MHV loop level amplitude
H
(n−4,l)
n,n−4,l = An,n−4,l ∗An,0,0 = An,n−4,l. (3.21)
Last but not least, the conjecture (3.20) is consistent with the squared amplituhedron
conjecture. In particular we define the squared amplituhedron as the union of two ge-
ometries defined by physical inequalities only, ie with no topological winding condition.
The two geometries are distinguished purely by their properties under cyclicity: twisted
or untwisted






Y, (AB)1, . . . , (AB)l
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈Y ii+ 1jj + 1〉 > 0 1 ≤ i < j − 1 ≤ n− 2
±〈Y ii+11n〉 > 0 1 ≤ i < n− 1
〈Y (AB)jii+1〉 > 0 ∀ j, ∀i = 1, . . . , n−1
±〈Y (AB)j1n〉 > 0 ∀ j
〈(AB)i(AB)j〉 > 0 ∀i 6= j

for Z ∈ Gr>(k + 4, n) . (3.23)
The amplituhedron-like geometries are clearly subsets of H ±n,k,l, Furthermore the union of
all even/odd flipping numbered amplituhedron-like geometries clearly gives H ±n,n−4,l and







Comparing with the expansion of the amplitude squared (2.20) into precisely the same
products we get from the amplituhedron-like geometries, it is thus natural to conclude
that the canonical form of Hn,n−4,l is the square of the amplitude. However one has to be
a bit more careful. As we describe in the next section, the canonical form is defined very
rigidly, only for very specific types of geometrical spaces. As such the standard canonical
form of Hn,k,l is not defined. However as we will see a very natural extension of the
canonical form, the “oriented canonical form” can indeed be defined for Hn,k,l. To prove
that the oriented canonical form of the squared amplituhedron is equal to the square of the
superamplitude starting from (3.20) we would need to prove that all the amplituhedron-like
geometries have the right orientation, so that the product of amplitudes sum with the right
signs. We don’t know how to prove this in general but we have checked explicitly that tree
level computations for k ≤ 3 and loop computations for n = 4, l = 2 and n = 5, l = 1 are

















3.5 General m amplituhedron-like geometries
As was already pointed out in the original amplituhedron paper [26], the definition of the
tree amplituhedron can be generalized to arbitrary twistor dimension, m. The same can
clearly be done for the tree amplituhedron-like geometries. In the generalisation we have
Y ∈ Gr(k, k+m) rather than Gr(k, k+4) and the Zs live in k+m dimensions rather than
k+ 4. The defining inequalities of the amplituhedron-like geometry, A(f)n,k, are then similar
to the m = 4 case (3.6)) with the following modifications. The sign flip string for generic
m reads (compare with (3.6))
{〈Y 123 · · · (m−1)i〉} has f sign flips as i = m,m+1, . . . , n , (3.25)
and the physical inequalities read
〈(i1i1 + 1) · · · im2 (im2 + 1〉 > 0
〈i1i1 + 1 · · · im2 (im2 + 1)1n〉 (−1)
f > 0
 for m even,




+ 1)〉 > 0




+ 1)n〉 (−1)f > 0
 for m odd. (3.26)
Much of the analysis that we did for m = 4 also applies to general m. In particular






and we conjecture that the canonical form of the maximal generalised amplituhedron-like
geometries are products in a similar way to (3.17)
H
(f)
n,n−m = An,f ∗An,n−m−f (3.28)
where An,f := H(f)n,f , the canonical form of the standard (but generalised m) amplituhedron.
3.6 Amplituhedron-like geometries: alternative definition
The original definition of the amplituhedron was given as the projection of the positive
Grassmannian Gr>(k, k + n) through positive Zs onto Gr(k, k + m) (3.1). We have then
defined amplituhedron-like geometries as generalisations of the alternative flipping number
definition of the amplituhedron. It is then interesting to see if there is an alternative
definition of the amplituhedron-like geometries which generalises the original definition of
the amplituhedron. Here we propose precisely such an equivalent definition for the maximal
case. We propose that the maximal k = n−m (generalised) amplituhedron-like geometry,
H
(f)
n,n−m, can be written as the projection of the positive Grassmannian Gr>(f, n) and the



































where gn,f := bn−f2 c+(n−f)n. Here the alternating positive Grassmannian, alt(Gr)>(k, n),
is defined as the image of Gr>(k, n) under the transformation which flips the sign of the odd
columns. We will give evidence for the equivalence of this definition of the amplituhedron-
like geometry with the flipping number definition (3.6) in section 5.1.
Notice that for maximal f = n −m this definition coincides with the original ampli-
tuhedron. However for general f the geometry splits into two copies of the amplituhedron.
This product geometry manifests the conjecture that the canonical form of this geometry
gives the product of the corresponding amplitudes (3.28).
This definition naturally extends to loops. For the amplituhedron we have that each











∈ Gr>(k + 4, n) which corresponds to mutual positivity [3]. In analogy to the loop











 ∈ Gr>(f + 2, n) ∀ i ≤ l′
C2
Di






 > 0 ∀ i 6= j
(3.30)
where the tree level condition (3.29) is understood.
4 The globally oriented canonical form
As discussed in section 2.5 Even though the bosonised squared superamplitude has only
dlog singularities it misses one crucial property for it to be represented as the canonical
form of a positive geometry: its maximal residues are not normalizable to ±1, 0. Never-
theless, in [5] the square of the superamplitude was obtained from the geometry of the
maximal squared amplituhedron using the CAD (Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition,
see 4.4). This happens because the squared amplituhedron is actually not a positive ge-
ometry, but its interior is made of the union of almost disconnected components, that is
disconnected regions that do not share a codimension 1 boundary but may share lower
dimension boundaries. The disconnected components themselves are positive geometries
but the union is not. For these types of geometries the CAD algorithm doesn’t necessarily
output the canonical form (indeed in most cases the canonical form would not be defined)
but it does give a unique form which we will call the globally oriented canonical form or
oriented canonical form for short.
A key point is that the CAD algorithm is defined on the oriented Grassmannian, which

















entable. On orientable manifolds there exists a global notion of “positive” orientation. We
can use this notion to fix the relative orientation of disconnected geometries by imposing
that they are all positively oriented. For this choice of orientation, residues on shared codi-
mension 1 boundaries automatically cancel, but residues on lower codimension boundaries
can sum. We will start by recalling the definition of the canonical form and then we will
use it to define the oriented canonical form.
4.1 The canonical form
In [4] positive geometries and their canonical forms were defined. A positive geometry
is by definition a geometry that has a canonical form, and both the concept of positive
geometry as well as its canonical form are defined recursively. A D-dimensional positive
geometry is defined as the pair (X,X≥0) possessing a canonical form ω(X,X≥0) satisfying
the following conditions
• X is a complex projective algebraic variety of complex dimension D, known as the
embedding space. In practice for our application the algebraic variety will be a
Grassmannian but the definition is given in this more general setting.
• X≥0, is a closed, oriented, D-dimensional semi-algebraic subset of X(R), the real slice
of X.
• There is a unique top form ω(X,X≥0) called the canonical form.
• Every boundary component (C,C≥0) is itself a positive geometry of dimension D−1.
• The canonical form has no singularities inside X≥0, but has simple poles on the
boundary. The recursive step is then that the residue of the canonical form on each
boundary component is equal to the canonical form of the boundary component itself:
ResC (ω(X,X≥0)) = ω(C,C≥0) .
• The recursion is initiated by defining 0-dimensional positive geometries, for which
X≥0 is just a single point and ω(X,X≥0) = ±1 depending on the orientation.
In the following we will follow convention and often simplify notation and refer to the
positive geometry simply by X≥0 instead of (X,X≥0).
Note that X≥0 is defined as a semi-algebraic subset of X(R) which itself is a subset
of Pn. A semi-algebraic set is defined by a set of homogeneous real polynomial equations,
p(x) = 0, and inequalities, q(x) > 0. Now inequalities q(x) > 0 are problematic in
projective spaces since homogeneous coordinates are invariant under x → −x which may
flip the sign and change the inequality. For this reason the prescription is to first define
the region in Rn+1/{0} and then project onto Pn to obtain X≥0. However we could equally
project instead onto Rn+1/R+, oriented projective space instead of projective space itself.
Nothing in the definition of the canonical form or positive geometries appears to rely on
being define in projective space rather than oriented projective space and we will take this

















4.2 The union of positive geometries
Having reviewed the definition of positive geometries and their associated canonical forms,
we now consider the union of positive geometries for various cases. A similar discussion
can be found in [27].
As was already discussed in [4], the union of two completely disjoint positive geometries
X1, X2 is itself a positive geometry and the canonical form is simply the sum of the two
canonical forms: ω(X1 ∪X2) = ω(X1) + ω(X2). Since the geometries are disjoint, and the
standard canonical form requires no concept of global orientation, each disjoint piece can
come in either orientation the signs of either term depend on this choice.
A more interesting case to consider is that of two positive geometries X1, X2 which
only overlap on their boundary. Firstly consider the case where they share a codimension
1 boundary. The union can only form a positive geometry if the orientations of X1 and X2
agree. If the orientations do agree then the canonical forms along the common boundary
of X1 and X2 will cancel (as it must for this to be a positive geometry as this will lie in






Positive geometry Not a positive geometry (4.1)
Now consider a union of two positive geometries sharing a boundary of lower dimension,









Not a positive geometry Positive geometry (4.2)
Here the case where the orientations agree is not a positive geometry whereas the case
where they disagree is. To see this let’s consider the canonical forms in the two cases. The
canonical form of a triangle {i, j, k} with standard orientation is
ωijk =
〈Y d2Y 〉 〈ijk〉


















and thus the canonical form of the union of the two triangles, if it exists, will be given by
ω123 +ω345 or ω123−ω345 in the two cases respectively. In the first case the double residue
corresponding to the residue at vertex 3 is5
Res〈Y 13〉→0
(
Res〈Y 23〉→0 (ω123 + ω345)
)
= −2, (4.4)
which is different from ±1, 0. In the second case instead the residue is simply zero. Double
residues at the other points are equal to ±1, 0 since only one triangle at a time will con-
tribute. Thus only the second geometry is a positive geometry. Note the difference with
the previous case where the orientations had to agree for a positive geometry, here instead
they have to disagree for it to be a positive geometry!
Finally consider the union of the two triangles we considered before with the addition






Not a positive geometry
(for any choice of orientations) (4.5)
We concluded before that to avoid the ±2 residue at vertex 3 we need the two triangles
to have opposite orientation. Similarly, to have residue equal to zero on Z1 we need the
rectangle to have the same orientation as the triangle {1, 2, 3}. However we also need
triangle {3, 4, 5} to have the same orientation as the rectangle to get the right maximal
residue on Z5, but opposite orientation to the triangle {123} to have the right residue on
Z3. These constraints are clearly incompatible and therefore this geometry is not a positive
geometry and does not possess a canonical form.
4.3 The globally oriented canonical form
The above examples illustrate the very precise nature of the definition of a positive geometry
and motivate the investigation of generalisations of this definition to include some of the
above unions. As we have seen, each separate positive geometry can have its own orientation
and only if these are chosen appropriately do we still obtain a positive geometry when they
touch, and indeed this is by no means always possible as illustrated in the last example.
The essential problem is that as soon as positive geometries touch, there is the possibility of

















the maximal residues at intersecting points summing to values differing from ±1, 0. Now, as
discussed in section 2.5, the square of the amplituhedron does have maximal residues which
can differ from ±1, 0. This motivates us therefore to consider more general geometries and
an extension of the definition of the canonical form to allow for such cases. Firstly it seems
appropriate to fix an unambiguous global orientation. One very simple way to do this if X
itself is orientable is to simply inherit the orientation from X. The problem then is that
X is not always orientable. However, it is also the case that, as mentioned at the end of
section 4.1, a positive geometry can be defined in the oriented projective space Rn+1/R+
which is always orientable (it’s a double cover of Pn and equivalent to the sphere Sn).
We thus formally define a globally oriented canonical form Ω and the corresponding
spaces which possess one, the pair (X,X≥0) as follows:
• X is an irreducible complex projective variety.
• The double cover of X(R) is orientable. This is always true for the case of direct
interest where X(R) = Gr(k, k + m) and the double cover is G̃r(k, k + m), the
oriented Grassmannian, which is orientable.6
• X≥0 is a closed D-dimensional semi-algebraic subset of this double cover of X(R).




≥0 whose interiors are
connected and mutually disjoint, so for any pair X(i)>0 ∩X
(j)
>0 = ∅. (Here we take the
positive geometries to be defined in the double cover rather than in X(R) directly, as
discussed at the end of section 4.1.)
• The orientations of the positive geometries X(i)≥0 are inherited from that of (the double
cover of) X(R).
• The globally oriented canonical form Ω of (X,X≥0) is then simply defined to be the









| det(Y Y T )|
.
This transforms by a factor det(G)k+m/| det(G)|k+m under Y → GY and is thus well-defined on the oriented
Grassmannian (on which det(G) > 0) but not on the Grassmannian itself for k+m odd. For the loop level
amplituhedron there is a similar expression by including for each loop variable
〈AjBjd2Aj〉 〈AjBjd2Bj〉
(|A|2|B|2 − (A.B)2)2 .





















We believe this gives a unique definition. In other words if X≥0 can be described as a union








≥0 , the resulting sums
of canonical forms should be equal, ∑i ω(X(i)≥0) = ∑j ω(X ′(j)≥0 ). This essentially follows
from similar arguments to those establishing triangulation independence of the canonical
forms of positive geometries (see section 3 of [4]).
As a consequence of this definition, the oriented canonical form of a positive geometry
with connected interior is equal to the canonical form. However, in general, the maximal
residues of an oriented canonical form can be different from ±1, 0.
It is interesting to revisit the examples of the previous subsection. The example of
two positive geometries intersecting on a codimension 1 boundary (4.1) with the same
orientation gives a positive geometry and the canonical and oriented canonical forms agree.
The example of two triangles touching at a vertex (4.2) shows a difference between the two
case. The first case has an oriented canonical (but not a canonical form) whereas the second
case does not have an oriented canonical form (but does have a canonical form). Finally
in the third example (4.3) we saw that for no choice of orientations on the three shapes
could this be a positive geometry and have a canonical form. Nevertheless, it possesses an
oriented canonical form which is the sum of the positively oriented canonical forms of the
two triangles and the rectangle. Indicating with Ω the oriented canonical form we have
Ω = ω123 + ω345 + ω157 + ω567. (4.7)
Let’s see now an algorithm that can be used in general to compute the oriented canonical
form of amplituhedron-like geometries.
4.4 Oriented canonical form made simple: the CAD algorithm
The definition of the canonical form and in turn the oriented canonical form which is given
in terms of it is quite intricate and finding an algorithm to systematically compute the
canonical form of a generic positive geometry is still an open problem. Indeed it is far from
obvious if any given geometry even has a canonical form or indeed an oriented canonical
form. The general strategy is to triangulate the positive geometry into a set of regions for
which the canonical form is known and then take the sum of the canonical forms with the
appropriate relative signs.
The situation simplifies enormously for the oriented canonical form however, at least
if the geometry X≥0 is defined only by linear inequalities, due to the following:
For any semi-algebraic space X≥0 (a subset of the oriented double cover of an
irreducible complex projective variety) for which we can choose coordinates with
respect to which X≥0 is defined by multi-linear inequalities, then:
1. X≥0 has a global oriented canonical form.
2. There is a simple algorithm for computing the oriented canonical form using

















We will now discuss how to use the CAD algorithm to compute canonical forms,
as described in [5]. Then we will show that this algorithm gives the canonical form for
connected geometries and more generally gives the oriented canonical form. For simplicity
we will describe this in the context of a subset of the oriented Grassmannian G̃r(k, k+m)
(see discussion below (3.1)), but the generalisation to more general cases such as including
l planes at loop level or simply a general complex variety satisfying the conditions stated
previously should be straightforward.
Suppose we what to compute the canonical form of a geometry T in G̃r(k, k+m) . The
starting point is to give numeric coordinates to the Z external data and to parametrise
Y ∈ G̃r(k, k+m) as a k × (k + m) matrix depending on k × m variables {x1, · · ·xkm}.
Giving coordinates to Y corresponds to creating a map
φ : Rkm → G̃r(k, k +m), (4.8)
that in general will cover half of the oriented Grassmannian. If the geometry is not all
covered by a single coordinate patch, one needs to first triangulate the region into sub-
regions each of which can be covered by a single patch. Then, compute the canonical form
of each sub-region, using CAD, each in their own coordinates. Finally one needs to sum
the resulting canonical forms. To sum the canonical forms one needs to write them in the
same coordinates however. Since rational forms are holomorphic functions, once known
on a coordinate chart, they can be analytically continued in a unique way to the whole
Grassmannian and therefore to any other chart. To analytically continue a canonical form
to the whole Grassmannian is equivalent to computing its covariant form. We give an
example of this summing procedure at the end of this section.
Given an ordering of the coordinates {x1, · · ·xkm} on some patch, then a cylindrical
decomposition of a subset of Rkm describes it as a union of regionsRi defined by inequalities
of the form
Ri := {x1, · · · , xkm} ∈ Rmk st

a1 < x1 < b1
a2(x1) < x2 < b2(x1)
· · ·
akm(x1, · · · , xkm−1) < xkm < bkm(x1, · · · , xkm−1)
(4.9)
for some functions aj(x1, . . . , xj−1). Note that this is just the procedure one would take
for converting a multiple integral over the region T into a sum of repeated single integrals,
the inequalities (4.9) being the limits of the resulting integrals.
Thus if the coordinates φ cover the whole of T , the cylindrical decomposition will





















Each region Ri is a positive geometry with connected interior and it’s canonical form











The oriented canonical form of T itself, is then by definition simply the sum of such
contributions from each region Ri.
The simplest way to see that Ri is a positive geometry with canonical form given













As discussed the in section 4 of [4], if we have a rational map from a positive geometry R′
to a positive geometry R, then the canonical form of R is the push-forward of the canonical
form of R. This means that if in (4.12) aj(x) and bj(x) are rational functions, we can then
rewrite the form back in the x variables and obtain (4.11). The inequalities describing the
amplituhedron-like geometries are such that they are always multi-linear for coordinates
for which the entries of Y are multi-linear.
As you can see, besides computing the canonical form of Ri this algorithm also assigns
to the canonical form a precise sign. If we compute the canonical form of two regions that
share a codimension 1 boundary we want the residue of the two canonical forms on that
boundary to cancel. Let’s see how this sign choice automatically fulfills this requirement.
Suppose we have two regions R1 and R2 described by inequalities of the form (4.9) that
also share a codimension 1 boundary B. By the definition of the canonical form we know
that the residue on B of these two forms will be the same up to a sign. This means that






where ω(B) is the canonical form of the shared boundary and o(z0) is the non divergent
part for z = 0 of the canonical form. Now we just need to prove that the residue of the
two forms have opposite sign. Observe that each canonical form (4.13), once we strip the
differential, is positive inside its region. The two regions are on two different sides of B,
that is z < 0 and z > 0. Therefore one form must be positive for z < 0 and the other must
positive for z > 0, i.e. they have opposite signs.
To summarize, given a coordinate patch Φ : Rkm → G̃r(k, k + m) for each region of

















defined sign. The relative sign of the canonical forms of any adjacent regions, that is two
regions that share a codimension 1 boundary, is such that their residues cancel on shared
codimension 1 boundaries.
This implies that the algorithm assigns compatible orientations to adjacent regions.
Notice that the fact that all adjacent regions have compatible orientations and the fact that
we can triangulate the whole orientable Grassmannian with the CAD implies that all the
regions have the same orientation, that is the CAD algorithm gives the globally oriented
canonical form.
Note that when applying the CAD algorithm it is important to check the orientation
of the coordinate map. If the sign of the measure, ∏i 〈Y dmYi〉 ( see footnote 6) is positive,
the coordinate chart is orientation preserving, if negative it is orientation reversing and if
zero it is degenerate. The reversed orientation contributes with minus sign to the canonical
form. If the measure vanishes anywhere in the geometry, we need to split it into regions
where the measure is everywhere non-vanishing and sum the result for the different regions
with the sign contributions coming form the sign of the measure.
Let’s consider as an example the computation of the oriented canonical form of the
4-points one loop squared amplituhedron H4,0,1. Examining the definitions in sections 3.3
and 3.4 for this case we have that f = 0 and l′ = 0 or 1. The squared amplituhedron is




4,0,1 . The second of these
H
(0,1)
4,0,1 = A4,0,1 is the standard amplituhedron geometry and has loop flipping number
f1 = 2 (recall from (3.16) that l′ is the number of loops that have flipping numbers f+2
- here we thus have l′ = 1 loop variable with flipping number f+2 = 2). The geometries
live in G̃r(2, 4) and are defined by the physical inequalities
〈AB12〉 > 0, 〈AB23〉 > 0, 〈AB34〉 > 0, 〈AB14〉 > 0 (4.15)
together with inequalities arising from the two different flipping numbers:
〈AB13〉 > 0 (for H (0,0)4,0,1 ) 〈AB13〉 < 0 (for H
(0,1)
4,0,1 ) . (4.16)
These two geometries are almost disconnected, that is they do not share any codimension
1 boundary. If we fix Z to the identity and choose coordinates for AB
AB =
(
1 x 0 −w
0 1 y z
)
, (4.17)
we see that the parametrized inequalities describing the amplituhedron, H (0,1)4,0,1 , are
x, y, w, z > 0 and the one describing H (0,0)4,0,1 are x, y, w < 0 and z > 0. These two re-















z for the latter. However if we look at the
measure we see that
〈ABd2A〉 〈ABd2B〉 = y dx dy dz dw, (4.18)
which changes sign according to whether y > 0 or y < 0. These means that the coordinates

















therefore have to multiply by a −1 the result of the CAD on H (0,0)4,0,1 and the final result












〈AB12〉 〈AB23〉 〈AB34〉 〈AB14〉 , (4.19)
which corresponds to 2 times the 4 point 1 loop MHV amplitude as expected.
Finally we give another simple example which illustrates what happens when we need
multiple coordinate charts to cover the space. Consider the triangle defined by Z1 =
(1, 0, 1), Z2 = (1, 0,−1), Z1 = (0, 1, 0). On the oriented projective space (equivalent to
a sphere) the coordinate chart Y = (x, y, 1) does not contain this triangle (Z2 clearly
lies outside this coordinate chart) so we need the additional chart Y = (x′, y′,−1). The
first chart covers the northern hemi-sphere and the second the southern hemisphere. The
triangle is defined by the inequalities 〈Y i i+1〉 > 0. In the first chart this gives the region
y > 0, x > 1, yielding canonical form dxdy/((x − 1)y) and in the second chart it gives
the region y′ > 0, x′ > 1, yielding canonical form −dx′dy′/((x′ − 1)y′). The additional
minus sign in the second case arises from the orientation of the coordinates map 〈Y d2Y 〉 =
2dxdy = −2dx′dy′, negative in the second chart. Now after we have obtained the canonical
forms in the two charts we need to add them together. One way to do this is to covariantise
the two forms above and then add them together. In order to covariantise it will be useful
to introduce the additional vertex Z∗ = (1, 0, 0), the point where the boundary of the
triangle meets the equator hence moving from the northern to the southern hemisphere.
The result will just be the sum of the two triangles obtained by splitting the big triangle







However it is also possible to add the two forms together directly at the level of
coordinates. To do this we first realise that now, at the level of the form, we can safely
project from the sphere to P 2. For the second chart we then have that (x′, y′,−1) ∼
(−x′,−y′, 1) and we can map safely back to (x, y) coordinates as x = −x′, y = −y′. We
then have the second form directly in x, y coordinates as −dx′dy′/((x′−1)y′) = −dxdy/((1+
x)y). Now we are using the same co-ordinates for both terms, we can safely sum the two






(x− 1)(x+ 1)y =
〈Y d2Y 〉 〈123〉2
〈Y 12〉 〈Y 23〉 〈Y 31〉 , (4.20)

















5 Proof and checks of the conjectures
In this section we examine the equivalence of the two definitions of amplituhedron-like
geometries, find a triangulation of the amplituhedron-like geometry via pairs of on-shell
diagrams and use this to formulate a proof of the main conjecture (3.17), (3.20) that the
amplituhedron-like geometries give products of amplitudes at tree level and also at loop
level in the MHV case. Note that all the proofs assume the truth of various conjectures
regarding the amplituhedron itself.
5.1 Equivalence of definitions of amplituhedron-like geometries
In section 3.6 we proposed an alternative definition for the amplituhedron-like geometry
as the image of two positive Grassmannians for k = n −m. This definition has the nice
feature that it apparently manifests the product structure of amplituhedron-like geome-
tries observed on taking the canonical form (3.17). Here we prove that this alternative












· Z where C1 ∈ Gr≶(f, n) and C2 ∈ alt(Gr>)(n−m−f, n) (5.2)
must necessarily then satisfy the defining inequalities of the sign flip definition of H (f)n,n−m.
To do this we first split the (n−m)-plane Y into an f -plane Y1 and a (n−m−f)-plane Y2
Y1 = C1 · Z Y2 = C2 · Z , (5.3)
and consider projecting the geometry onto Y ⊥1 . Thus we define 〈∗〉Y1 := 〈Y1∗〉, brackets
projected onto Y ⊥1 . Now notice that the projected Z’s satisfy
〈ZJ〉Y1 := 〈Y1ZJ〉 = ∆J̄(C1) 〈ZJ̄ZJ〉
= ∆J̄(C1) 〈1 · · ·n〉 (−1)#odd(J)(−1)gn,f , (5.4)
where J is an ordered list of n−f elements, J̄ is the ordered complement of J in 1, . . . , n,
#odd(J) is the number of odd elements in J and gn,f := bn−f2 c + (n−f)n introduced
in (3.6). The second equality arises simply from reordering J, J̄ : first reverse the order of
J (introducing the factor (−1)b
n−f
2 c of gn,f ) and then permute sequentially the elements of
the reversed J starting from the leftmost, into the correct position to obtain the remaining
terms. Now defining Z̃i = (−1)iZi, since the ordered minors of C1 are positive or nega-
tive according to the sign of (−1)gn,f (3.6), we obtain that the projected ordered Z̃s are
totally positive

















Since C2 ∈ alt(Gr)>(n − f, n) then (C̃2)αi := (−1)i(C2)αi ∈ Gr>(n − f, n) and we have
that Y2 = C2.Z = C̃2.Z̃. Thus Y2 and the Z̃s, both projected onto Y ⊥1 , give a geometry
equivalent to the amplituhedron An,n−m−f (Y2; Z̃) (3.1).
But then this means the projected Y2 must satisfy the conditions of the equivalent
sign flip definition of this amplituhedron.7 So for example taking m = 4 for concreteness
(but one can check the general case similarly) the projected brackets satisfy the sign flip
definition of An,n−m−f (Z̃):
〈Y2Z̃iZ̃i+1Z̃jZ̃j+1〉Y1 > 0, (−1)




Therefore back in the full geometry, switching to the Zs, this becomes
〈Y ZiZi+1ZjZj+1〉 > 0, (−1)f 〈Y ZiZi+1Z1Zn〉 > 0,
{〈Y Z1Z2Z3Zi〉} has f sign flips (5.7)
which are just the defining inequalities showing that Y ∈H (f)n,n−m(Z).
So we have proved that the alternative definition of amplituhedron-like geometry lies
inside the sign flip definition, H (f);altn,n−m ⊆ H
(f)
n,n−m. To show equivalence we also therefore
need to show the converse H (f)n,n−m ⊆ H
(f ;alt)
n,n−m. We have been unable to prove this in
general (indeed this is similar to the situation for the two equivalent descriptions of the
amplituhedron itself where only one direction has been proven) so leave it conjectural.
Note that it is enough to prove that for any Y ∈H (f)n,n−m there exists a C1 ∈ Gr> such
that Y = (C1, C2)T .Z. It then follows automatically that there exists a C2 ∈ alt(Gr>)
such that Y2 = C2.Z using essentially the same logic as above. Indeed if C1 is positive
then Y ∈H (f)n,n−m implies Y2 ∈ An,n−m−f (Z̃) (since clearly (5.6)⇔ (5.7)). Therefore there
exists a C̃2 ∈ Gr> such that Y2 = C̃2.Z̃ (here we are assuming that both definitions of the
amplituhedron are equivalent) then letting (C2)αi := (−1)i(C̃2)αi gives such a C2. However
we have been unable to prove in general that there always exists such a positive C1.
Instead then let us show this converse statement explicitly in the simplest example of
n = 6, k = 2, f = 1. Here we initially gauge fix the C-matrix as
C =
(
x 1 y b 0 a
−c 0 −d z −1 w
)
. (5.8)
Imposing the physical inequalities (first two lines of (3.6)) gives the inequalities
a, b, c, d > 0
yz + bd > 0
xw + ac > 0
xz + bc > 0
yw + ad > 0 . (5.9)
7It is still conjectural that the two definitions of the amplituhedron are equivalent but it has been proven

















We now split the space into three regions and perform the following SL(2)+ transformations
in each region to ensure that C1 (the first row of C) is strictly positive) and thus of the
form (3.29)







x 1 y b ε a
−c ε′ −d z −1 w
)














−c ε′ −d z −1 w
)














−c ε′ −d z −1 w
)
(5.10)
Here the variables ε, ε′ are positive but small enough so that their presence does not change
the sign of any non-zero entries in the C-matrix. For simplicity we have omitted such terms
in the non-zero entries of the matrix. Their job is simply to move from the boundary of the
region to the interior. We now observe that in all three cases (using the inequalities (5.8))
the top row of C is indeed positive. Therefore we know in advance that the second row of
C must be in alt(Gr)>(1, 6) and indeed that is what we find. So we have shown in this
example that indeed for any Y in the amplituhedron-like geometry (which gives (5.9)) we
can find C1, C2 such that Y has the form (5.2).
5.2 On-shell diagrams
The superamplitude can be computed by summing a certain set of on-shell diagrams [26].
Each on-shell diagram has a geometrical interpretation and the corresponding union of
geometries then yields a triangulation of the corresponding amplituhedron. In this section
we will make a similar claim for the amplituhedron-like geometries.
First we quickly review the key points we need from the standard on-shell diagram
story for amplitudes. Each on-shell diagram is completely characterized by an affine (or
decorated) permutation σ, which maps points a ∈ 1, . . . , n to σ(a) where a ≤ σ(a) ≤
a + n. Each permutation, in turn, identifies a specific parametrisation of a matrix Cσ(α)
in the oriented Grassmannian G̃r(k, n), that is the set of k×n matrices modulo a GL+(k)
transformation, where k is the number of a such that σ(a) > n. The evaluation of any
on-shell diagram in momentum supertwistor space, labelled by an affine permutation σ,





· · · dα4k
α4k
δ(4|4)×k(Cσ(α) · Z) . (5.11)
Any Cσ(α) generated from an affine permutation σ has the property that for αi > 0 all its
minors are ≥ 0. The space of all elements in G̃r(k, n) with non negative minors is called
the non-negative Grassmannian and is denoted Gr≥0(k, n). So, for each affine permutation
σ we can define a region Π>σ = {Cσ(α) : αi > 0} in Gr≥0(k, n) called a positroid cell.
How is this connected with the amplituhedron and its canonical form? We know that
the amplituhedron can be defined as the image of the positive Grassmannian through a map

















permutations σi that give the NkMHV amplitude. Then the images of the corresponding
positroid cells Z(Πσi), that is the regions parametrised by Yσi(α) = Cσi(α) · Z for αi > 0,
triangulate the amplituhedron. Moreover the integrand of the on-shell diagram (5.11) is




· · · dα4k
α4k
. (5.12)
Thus we can compute the amplituhedron canonical form by summing the positroid canon-
ical forms.





















where k = k1 + k2. This equation makes manifest that the product of two or more on-shell
diagrams has only dlog singularities and maximal residues equal to ±1, implying that the
product of amplitudes has also only dlog singularities.
Now we would like to associate a corresponding geometry in the auxiliary Grassman-
nian G̃r(k, n) to the product of on-shell diagrams. The naive choice would be to consider





for αi, βi > 0. On the other hand, for this to lie in
the amplituhedron-like geometry, using the alternative definition (3.29), we should rather
have Cσ in the positive Grassmannian,8 Gr>(k1, n) but Cτ in the alternating Grassman-
nian alt(Gr>)(k2, n). From this perspective it is thus natural to associate to the product
of two on-shell diagrams characterized by the auxiliary matrices Cσ(α) ∈ Gr≥(k1, n) and
Cτ (β) ∈ Gr≥(k2, n), a region Π>σ,τ defined as





for αi, βi > 0} (5.14)
where alt flips the sign of the odd columns of C2 (which will not affect (5.13)).
Note that the product of on-shell diagrams can vanish ( for example the product of
identical on-shell diagrams must vanish). In these cases the corresponding geometry Π>σ,τ
is not full dimensional.









· · · dβ4k2
β4k2
. (5.15)
However, although the corresponding expression in superspace is a standard product still,
we therefore know that the canonical form must give the star product of the separate
covariantised forms
Ω(Z(Π>σ,τ )) = Ω(Z(Π>σ )) ∗ Ω(Z(Π>τ )) . (5.16)
8Or Gr<(k1, n) for gn,f odd. When gn,f is odd we will need to eg flip the sign of one row of Cσ(α) so it
will become an element of the negative Grassmannian. However we will surpress this case from now on for

















5.3 Proof of the conjecture at tree-level
We now have all the ingredients needed to prove that amplituhedron-like geometries yield
products of amplitudes (3.17). Consider two sets of on-shell diagrams {f (k1)σi }, {f
(k2)
τj } which




f (k1)σi , An,k2 =
∑
j
f (k2)τj , (5.17)
with k = k1+k2 = n−m. We would like to prove that the set of all the associated geometries
Z(Πσi,τj ) (defined in (5.14)) is a triangulation of the corresponding amplituhedron-like
geometry H (k1);altn,n−m . That is we wish to show its elements are disjoint and their union covers
the amplituhedron-like geometry. Since the oriented canonical form of a triangulation is
given by the sum of the canonical forms of its elements, this then automatically proves
that this geometry yields the product of amplitudes (3.17).
To do this we will prove that for every Y ∈ H (k1);altn,n−m , Y belongs to a unique region
Z(Πσi∗ ,τj∗ ) (defined in (5.14)). That is there exist unique indices i∗, j∗ such that Y can
be written as Y = Y1Y2 with Y1 = (Cσi∗ (α)) · Z and Y2 = alt(Cτj∗ (β)) · Z for some
α, β > 0, where Cσi∗ (α), Cτj∗ (β) are the C matrices associated with the corresponding
on-shell diagrams f (k1)σi∗ , f
(k2)
τj∗ respectively in (5.17).
So we start with an arbitrary Y in the amplituhedron-like geometry, H (f);altn,n−m (3.29), so











for some C1 ∈ Gr>(k1, n) and C2 ∈ alt(Gr>)(n−m−k1, n). We then follow the first part
of the argument in section 5.1. Namely we project onto a (n−k1)-plane orthogonal to
Y1, Y ⊥1 , and note that the resulting geometry of the projected Y2 is the amplituhedron
An,n−m−k1((Y2)Y1 , (Z̃)Y1), projected on Y ⊥1 and in terms of alternating (Z̃i := (−1)iZi)
and projected external data (Z̃)Y1 (see the paragraph containing (5.5)). Here the sub-
script simply denotes the projection on Y ⊥1 . We then use the fact that we know that
this amplituhedron can be described geometrically as the disjoint union of on-shell dia-
grams in Gr(n−m−k1, n−k1), the space of (n−m−k1)-planes in the n−k1 subspace Y ⊥1 .
Therefore there exists a unique j∗ such that the projection of Y2 on Y ⊥1 can be written as
(Y2)Y1 = Cτj∗ (β) · (Z̃)Y1 for some β > 0. Now comes the key part of the proof: we can then
project back away from the hyperplane Y ⊥1 by defining Ŷ2 = Cτj∗ (β) · Z̃ = alt(Cτj∗ )(β) ·Z.
(In the second equality we have simply swapped the flipping of odd particles from the Z̃
to the C matrix). We have now that Y = Y1Y2 = Y1Ŷ2.
Now we can do a similar manipulation, but now projecting the geometry (both Y1 and
the Zs) onto the (n−k2)-plane Ŷ ⊥2 . Following similar logic to that of (5.4) we find that
(Y1)Ŷ2 must live in the amplituhedron An,k1((Y1)Ŷ2 , (Z)Ŷ2) on Ŷ
⊥
2 , where (Z)Ŷ2 lives in non
negative Grassmannian, that is all its minors are either positive or zero.9 Therefore there
9A small but important subtlety appears here in that this amplituhedron on Ŷ ⊥2 may be degenerate
in the sense that some of the projected Z brackets 〈Z〉
Ŷ2
≥ 0 may vanish. Nevertheless the statement
which follows in the main text is still true, the consequence of the degeneracy is simply that some on shell

















exists a unique i∗ such that (Y1)Ŷ2 = Cσi∗ (α) · (Z)Ŷ2 . This can then be projected back
yielding Ŷ1 = Cσi∗ (α) · Z with Y = Ŷ1Ŷ2.
We conclude that any Y satisfying (5.18) belongs to one and only one region associated
to the product of on-shell diagrams, one in each of the sums in (5.17). Therefore the regions







Finally, putting this together (5.16) we obtain the anticipated result. The oriented canon-












Ω(Z(Π>τj )) = An,k1 ∗An,k2 , (5.20)
which concludes our proof.
5.4 Proof of the loop level conjecture for f maximal
We can also explicitly prove the loop level conjecture (3.18) for maximal f flipping number.
That is the loop level amplituhedron-like geometry with maximal flipping number gives the







n,n−4,l = An,n−4,l′ An,0,l−l′ (5.21)
The first factor on the r.h.s. , An,n−4,l′ , is the anti-MHV l′-loop integrand, which itself
factorizes as the tree-level anti-MHV amplitude, An,n−4,0, multiplied by the conjugate of







n,n−4,l = An,n−4,0An,0,l′ An,0,l−l′ . (5.22)
Nicely this factorisation can be seen straightforwardly at a purely geometric level.
Firstly, we can see that the l.h.s. , the loop level anti-MHV amplituhedron-like geome-
try, is the product of the tree-level anti-MHV amplituhedron, An,n−4, (which Y lies in)
and a second geometry for the loop variables lying in Y ⊥, a 4-plane nowhere intersecting
any Y in An,n−4. This second geometry turns out to be isomorphic to the l-loop MHV
amplituhedron-like geometry, with l − l′ loops having maximum flipping number 2 and l′



























where Z̃i = (−1)iZi. This factorisation can be seen straightforwardly by simply examining

















anti-MHV amplituhedron, Y ∈ An,n−4, this is just the first line of the definition of the
loop amplituhedron (3.9). Then the 2-planes (AB)i naturally live on the 4-plane, Y ⊥, with
effective 4-brackets defined as 〈∗〉Y := 〈Y ∗〉. The resulting effective 4-brackets involving Zs
then have maximal flipping number n− 4. Crucially the resulting inequalities are enough
to fix all effective Z 4-brackets to be alternating positive:
(−1)i+j+k+l 〈ijkl〉Y > 0 1≤i<j<k<l≤n (5.24)
or equivalently Z̃j := (−1)jZj has positive ordered effective brackets.10 Finally, examining
the inequalities 〈Y (AB)ijj+1〉 = 〈−(AB)ij̃k̃〉Y (−1)j+k+1 one can check that minimal loop
flipping number n− 4 becomes maximal loop flipping number 2 and vice-versa.










n,0,l′ An,0,l−l′ . (5.25)
Examining the defining inequalities (3.9), only the mutual positivity 〈ABiABj〉 > 0 be-
tween loops with different flipping number prevents a completely factorised geometry. But
a loop (AB)j with maximal flipping number 2, satisfies the same inequalities as the one
loop MHV amplituhedron, and so we can use the original definition of the amplituhedron










clm 〈(AB)ilm〉 . (5.27)
Now if (AB)i has flipping number equal to zero, all 〈(AB)ilm〉 are positive, implying the
positivity of 〈(AB)i(AB)j〉. As a consequence the geometry factorizes into the product of
l′ loops with fAB = 2 and l − l′ loops with fAB = 0 implying (5.25).







n,n−4,l = An,n−4 An,0,l−l′ H
(0,0)
n,0,l′ , (5.28)
which implies (using standard the amplituhedron conjecture together with the fact that








n,n−4,l = An,n−4An,0,l−l′ H
(0,0)
n,0,l′ . (5.29)
10Note that one might wonder why a simple factorisation of geometries like (5.23) does not occur for
more general amplituhedron-like geometries (ie for lower values of the flipping number f). This is because

















Finally to prove (5.22) we just need to show that H(0,0)n,0,l′ = An,0,l′ , in other words that the
MHV loop amplituhedron-like geometry with all loop flipping numbers minimal gives the
conjugate of the MHV amplitude. This fact follows nicely from considering the case l′ = l.
In this case the r.h.s. of (5.29) becomes the anti-MHV loop level amplituhedron whose
canonical form, the anti-MHV loop level amplitude, factorises as discussed above (5.22).
Thus (5.29) with l′ = l reads H(n−4,l)n,n−4,l = An,n−4,l = An,n−4An,0,l = An,n−4H
(0,0)
n,0,l and so
indeed we have shown that (as conjectured in [14] for l = 1)
H
(0,0)
n,0,l = An,0,l . (5.30)
This then proves that amplituhedron-like geometries give products of amplitudes at loop
level for maximal k and f (5.21).
Note that as a consequence of this derivation we have then proven an interpretation
for a particular sector of non-maximal amplituhedron-like geometries conjectured in [14].
Namely the MHV (k = 0) amplituhedron-like geometries with arbitrary n, from (5.25)







n,0,l = An,0,l′ An,0,l−l′ . (5.31)
Taking the union over all loop winding numbers to obtain the squared amplituhedron,




An,0,l′ An,0,l−l′ . (5.32)
Crucially all the almost disjoint amplituhedron-like geometries appearing in the union
inherit consistent orientations on the oriented Grassmannian such that they indeed appear
with the same sign when taking the globally oriented canonical form and this gives the
above result which is consistent with the square of the amplitude (2.21). In [14] it was
observed for n = 5 and conjectured to hold for all n that at one loop this union of winding
geometries has a (standard) canonical form corresponding to the difference An,0,1 −An,0,1
rather than the sum in (5.32). This therefore illustrates the importance of the oriented
canonical form.
5.5 Checks of the tree-level general m conjecture
Explicit checks of the amplituhedron-like conjecture can and have been made for various low
values of n, k, l on a computer using cylindrical decomposition (see for example [5]) but they
quickly become too complicated. However the existence of the generalised amplituhedron-
like geometries nicely gives another direction in which to perform checks.
Explicit checks for specific values of m, k, n. We have checked the generalised m
conjecture (3.28) for k = 2, n = m+ 2 and f = 1 for m = 2, 4, 6, 8, explicitly, that is
H
(1)

















To do this we first noted that, An,1, is a natural generalisation of the NMHV amplitude




R[1i1i1+1 · · · im/2im/2 + 1] , (5.34)
where
R[i1 · · · im+1] =
〈i1 · · · im+1〉m 〈Y dmY 〉
〈Y i1 · · · im〉 · · · 〈Y im · · · im−1〉
(5.35)
is a generalised R-invariant. We then used this with the formula for the *-product, (2.23),
to compute Am+2,1 ∗Am+2,1 covariantly. On the other hand we used the CAD to compute
the oriented canonical form of H (1)m+2,2 and verified that they match.
Checks for m = 2. For the case m = 2 the computational complexity is much lower
and we have verified (3.28) up to n− 2 = k = 7. The canonical form for k = n− 2 reads
An,n−2 =
〈1, 2, · · · , n〉2∏n
i=1 〈Y ii+ 1〉
. (5.36)
In [14] it was proven that for m = 2, the NkMHV superamplitude is proportional to the




and the analogous statement holds in amplituhedron space, so for example for k = 2,m = 2





〈Y 12〉 〈Y 23〉 〈Y 34〉 〈Y 14〉 . (5.38)
Thus the product of two m = 2 superamplitudes is
An,k−k′ ∗An,k′ =
(An,1)∗k
(k − k′)!k′! =
k!
(k − k′)!k′!An,k . (5.39)
We have observed from explicit computations that in fact the geometry in the maximal
case, k = n− 2,m = 2, with any valid sign flip pattern (ie any specific valid choice of signs






possible flipping patterns (in n−2 places you either flip (f times)








An,k = An,n−2−k′ ∗An,k′ , (5.40)

















6 Factorisation of sign flip patterns
In this section we note a refinement of the factorisation of amplituhedron-like geometries,
noting that individual flipping pattern geometries also factorise.
The amplituhedron-like geometries can be divided into regions labelled by a specific
sign-flip pattern, that is regions where all brackets 〈1, . . . ,m− 1, i〉 have a well-defined
sign. We will indicate the canonical form of a region in G̃r(k, k+m) labelled by a sign flip
pattern p = {p1, . . . , pf} as hpn,k. Here pi denotes the position of each consecutive sign flip,
so sgn(〈1, . . . ,m−1, pi − 1〉 = −sgn(〈1, . . . ,m−1, pi〉. In this notation the canonical form








We have observed by explicit computation for m = 2, 4 and maximal k = 2 = n−m, that
the canonical form of a particular sign flip pattern geometry h factorises into the following




where f is the number of sign flips in the pattern p. Note that by taking the union over
all patterns with a given flipping number, this then implies, and is therefore a refinement





n,f ∗An,n−m−f = An,f ∗An,n−m−f . (6.3)
Now geometries with complementary sign flip patterns are equivalent, yielding the same
canonical form. Indeed clearly the duality relation (3.13), (3.14) applies to the individual




where p̄ indicates the sign flip pattern complementary to p. We thus also have an alter-
native product formula for a flip pattern geometry
hpn,n−m = h
p̄
n,n−m−f ∗An,f , (6.5)
which also implies the main conjecture (3.17) but this time keeping the other term in the
product An,f whole and reconstructing An,n−m−f . So one can “break apart” either of the
two amplitudes appearing in the product but not both simultaneously. It is interesting to
compare this with the analogous on-shell diagram story where you can indeed break apart
both amplitudes.
We have also observed in all the cases that we have considered that given two flipping

























For m = 2 we can actually prove all these relations from the observation that in the
maximal case all flipping patterns yield the same canonical form, hpn,n−2 = An,n−2, as
we discussed in section 5.5. In fact in the non-maximal case we have observed that each






n,1 ∗ · · · ∗ h
{pk}
n,1
= 〈(1p1p1+1)(Y ∩ 1p2p2+1) · · · ∩ (Y ∩ 1pkpk+1)〉
2∏k
α=1 〈Y 1pα〉 〈Y pα(pα+1)〉 〈Y (pα+1)1〉
, (6.7)





〈1pi〉 〈pipi + 1〉 〈(pi + 1)1〉
. (6.8)
For example for the k = 2 amplituhedron, which has only one sign flip pattern
{+,−,+},we have






〈12〉 〈23〉 〈31〉 ∗
〈134〉2
〈13〉 〈34〉 〈41〉 (6.9)
Formulas analogous to (6.7) appear in [29] and in [30] and can be obtained for (6.7) by
expanding Y ∩ (ijk) as
Y ∩ (ijk) =
k∑
α=1
(−1)αYα 〈Y1 · · ·Yα−1Yα+1 · · ·Ykijk〉 . (6.10)
If we instead express Y ∩ (ijk) as a point on the 3−plane ijk instead, that is
Y ∩ (ijk) = 〈Y ij〉Zk − 〈Y ik〉Zj + 〈Y jk〉Zi, (6.11)
we obtain an expression for Ω(h{p1,··· ,pk}n,k ) where only manifestly SL(2) invariant brackets,
that is brackets of the form 〈Y ij〉, appear. Note that expression (6.7) makes (6.6) trivial
for m = 2.
Now consider the r.h.s. of (6.2) and expand the second term into flipping patterns







Now inserting the factorisation (6.7), since (h{i}n,1)∗2 = 0, only the term q = p in the sum
will survive so that there are no repeated factors. Indeed this surviving term will involve
a product over all n− 2 available flip positions and we obtain
hpn,f ∗An,n−f−2 = h
{2}
n,1 ∗ · · · ∗ h
{n−1}
n,1 = An,n−2, (6.13)

















7 Canonicalizing cyclicity and crossing
We have seen that the product of two parity conjugate superamplitudes is the canoni-
cal form of an amplituhedron-like geometry. One could wonder if there are more general
geometries which could yield some physical object such as products of two, or more, ampli-
tudes. In particular one could imagine tweaking the signs of the inequalities defining known
geometries. At first sight this seems to give a huge choice of possibilities to investigate.
An obvious property we might insist on to restrict this though is cyclic invariance. In this
section we therefore consider the implications of requiring a cyclic invariant canonical form
for the corresponding geometry. We saw that the amplituhedron-like geometries with even
flipping number, f , are not cyclic but rather twisted cyclic, Zn → −Z1. Nevertheless the
corresponding canonical form is cyclic, simply due to the fact that the canonical form is
invariant under Z1 → −Z1. It is therefore natural to consider geometries which are cyclic
up to any possible flip of the Zs. However in this section we conclude that all such gen-
eralised cyclic geometries are equivalent to cyclic or twisted cyclic geometries. Thus one
can define new generalised geometries by defining arbitrary signs for 〈Y 12ii+1〉 for each
i with cyclicity giving all other physical inequalities from these. On the other hand for
the correlator there is the more powerful permutation symmetry and in this case we find a
unique correlahedron-like geometry.
7.1 Cyclic geometries
Recall that, as discussed below (3.1), it’s extremely useful to consider the geometry Y as an
oriented k-plane and the Z’s as elements in oriented projective space R4k/GL+(1) ∼ S4k−1.
Then we wish to consider geometries R(Y ;Zi), defined as the set of Y ∈ G̃r(k, k + m)
satisfying a set of inequalities involving Y and Zi. The inequalities will be invariant under
positive rescaling of Y and Z and will be of the form 〈Y Zi1 . . . Zim〉 ≶ 0. Because the
canonical form is a rational function, the invariance under positive rescaling of the geometry
implies invariance under general rescaling of the canonical form, regardless of the sign of
the scaling parameter, i.e. it will be projectively well defined.
This means two very different regions can trivially have the same canonical form:
flipping the sign of Y or any Zs, the inequalities defining the geometry will change, while
its canonical form will remain the same. We thus say that two geometries R1,R2 which
are related via such sign flips are equivalent, R1 ∼ R2, (and thus have the same canonical
form). To this end we would first like to see if all signed cyclic symmetric geometries are
equivalent to cyclic geometries and if not how many inequivalent types of flipped cyclic
geometries there are.
Define Fi to be the transformation which flips Zi, Zi → −Zi and FI := Fi1Fi2 . . .,
where I := {i1, i2, · · · } the transformation that flips the sign of all Z’s with index i ∈ I.
Then in this notation the statement of equivalent geometries is that
R′ ∼ R ⇔ R′ = FIR for some I . (7.1)
These transformations clearly satisfy

















where C represents a cyclic transformation, Zi → Zi+1. Now suppose we have a geometry
R which is invariant under some flipped cyclicity CFI , so CFIR = R. A familiar example of
this is the twisted cyclicity of the amplituhedron, Zi → Zi+1 for i = 1, . . . , n−1, Zn → −Z1
for which I = {n}, but we here imagine any possible flipped cyclic geometry.
If we now apply a further Z-flip transformation FJ on our geometry R, then using the
above identities we obtain
CFIR = R, ⇒ FJCFIR = FJR,
⇒ CFC−1(J)FIFJFJR = FJR,
⇒ CFC−1(J)FIFJR′ = R′ (7.3)
so the equivalent geometryR′ := FJR is invariant under the flipped cyclicity CFC−1(J)FIFJ .
A natural question then is whether for any list I, we can find a list J such that
FC−1(J)FIFJ is the identity, and thus obtain an equivalent geometry R′ which is cyclic
invariant (with no flips). Equivalently (by commutativity of F and using F 2 = 1) we ask
whether for all I there exists a J such that FC−1(J)FJ = FI . Now if J = {j1, j2, . . .} we have
FC−1(J)FJ = (Fj1−1Fj2−1 · · · )(Fj1Fj2 · · · ) = (Fj1−1Fj1)(Fj2−1Fj2) · · · (7.4)
since the flip operations all commute with each other. We conclude that FC−1(J)FJ can
be any sign flip transformation with an even number of flips (since any such can always
be constructed from sequences of adjacent flips). Thus if I contains an even number of
indices, we can always find a list of indices J such that FC−1(J)FIFJ = 1 and so R′ = FJR
is cyclic invariant.
Instead, if the length of I is odd, but n, the total number of indices, is also odd,
then the complementary set Ī will contain an even number of elements. Therefore we can
always choose J such that FC−1(J)FJ = FĪ and so FC−1(J)FIFJ = FIFĪ = F{1,··· ,n}, so that
CF{1,··· ,n}R′ = R′. The transformation F{1,··· ,n} is simply the flipping of all Zs and thus
for m even will leave all the defining inequalities 〈Y i1 · · · im〉 ≶ 0 untouched and so we have
defined an equivalent cyclic geometry R′
CF{1,··· ,n}R′ = CR′ = R′. (7.5)
For m odd we will also have to flip the sign of Y .
If the length of I is odd and n is even on the other hand, the best we can do is to
chose a J such that only one element is flipped. This is what is known in the literature as
twisted cyclicity and one conventionally chooses the element that must be flipped to be n
so Zi → Zi+1, but Zn goes to −Z1.
Summarizing the result of our analysis, we can say that, when n is odd (and m even),
we can always map any geometry to the cyclic invariant one. When n is even instead we
have two classes of geometries: cyclic and twisted cyclic.
Finally we then ask if there is a flip transformations FJ mapping two geometries
R1,R2 with the same type of cyclicity CFI . Thus we have CFIR1 = R1, CFIR2 = R2 and
R2 = FJR1. This implies

















For a faithful representation of FJ we have just one non-trivial solution, FJ = F{1,··· ,n}.
However if the representation of F{1,··· ,n} = 1, as is the case of m odd, then we have
two further elements in the algebra that commute with C, FJ = Fodd = F{1,3,5··· } and
FJ = Feven = F{2,4,6··· }. In this representation they correspond to the same operator
FoddFeven = F1,··· ,n ≡ 1 ⇒ Fodd = F−1odd = Feven. (7.7)
(More generally we have that FI = FĪ , where s̄ is the complement of s.) This equivalence
of geometries related by Fodd or Feven yields the duality of amplituhedron-like geome-
tries (3.13).
7.2 Crossing symmetric correlahedron geometries
In planarN = 4 SYM there is a class of fundamental observables that share many properties
with amplitudes and have therefore the chance to be defined geometrically. These are
the stress energy correlators. These observables can be defined on the twistor on-shell
superspace [31]. A point in space time is identified by a line in twistor space, that is a pair
of twistors XIJi = Z1iLZ2iM εLMIJ . In the same way, a point in the chiral super-Minkowski
space is identified by a pair of super-twistors. The supercorrelator can be then organized as
a sum over terms with homogeneous Grassmannian degree, usually indicated as Gn,k, where
n is the number of super twistors and 4(k+n) is the Grassmannian degree. In [5] the chiral
super-Minkowski space is bosonised and the functions Gn,k uplifted to differential forms on
the Grassmannian Gr(k+n, k+n+4). Moreover, a geometry, called the correlahedron, is
defined and its canonical form is conjectured to give the bosonised supercorrelator.
The correlators exhibit a full permutation symmetry. This suggests that the correla-
hedron geometry be invariant under any permutation of the twistors Xi up to the action
of a sign flip operator FI . In other terms, for each permutation σ ∈ Sn there must be
a flip transformation Fσ such that Fσσ leaves the correlahedron invariant. The set of all
σ̃ = Fσσ defines a group we call the signed symmetric group or signed permutation group.
Just as for the amplitude, the correlator Gn,k is composed of two types of bracket. The
n+k+4 brackets involving only Xs and the uplifted conformal invariants 〈Y XiXj〉. We are
interested now in classifying all permutation invariant geometries that are defined using
these two types of brackets. The main result of this analysis will be that, for k = n − 4,
there exists just one class of geometries defined using 〈Y XiXj〉 which can be represented
by the correlahedron.
The maximally nilpotent case k = n− 4 presents the advantage that there is a unique
bracket involvingXs only, 〈X1 · · ·Xn〉 and we can always fix it to be positive. Because of the
permutation symmetry, we can then choose an arbitrary bracket, such as 〈Y X1X2〉, and use
the action of the signed symmetric group to generate all the other brackets. By flipping Y →
−Y if necessary, we can fix 〈Y X1X2〉 > 0. From this moment on we will indicate 〈Y XiXj〉
with 〈XiXj〉 to make the notation more compact unless there is possible ambiguity.
Since we have already studied cyclic invariance in detail to classify the inequivalent
amplituhedron-like geometries, we already know we can always choose representatives in-

















on 〈X1X2〉 > 0 we obtain
〈XiXi+1〉 > 0, for cyclic,
〈XiXi+1〉 > 0, 〈XnX1〉 < 0 for twisted cyclic. (7.8)
Let us now consider the action under a second permutation, the transposition (1, 2). This
operator can come in general with a flipping sign operator FI , but not all sign strings s are
allowed. The transposition (1, 2) leaves invariant all brackets that do not contain X1 or
X2 and the bracket 〈X1X2〉 itself. Therefore Fs must act trivially on these brackets. The
solutions for Fs are
I = {}, I = {1, 2}. I = {1, · · · , n}, I = {3, · · · , n}. (7.9)
The last two solutions are in fact equivalent to the first two and therefore there can only
be two types of transposition, (i, j,+) = (i, j) and (i, j,−) = F{i,j}(i, j).
We can prove that a signed cyclic geometry invariant under (1, 2,±) is also invariant
under the whole signed symmetric group. In fact, because of cyclicity, it will also be
invariant under (i, i+ 1,±) and the set of adjacent transpositions generates the symmetric
group. This can be proven using the relation
(i, j)(j, k)(i, j) = (i, k), (7.10)
or more specifically
(i, i+ 1)(i+ 1, i+ l)(i, i+ 1) = (i, i+ l + 1). (7.11)
Therefore if we start with (i, i + 1,+) and l = 0 we can then use (7.11) to generate all
permutations. The resulting inequalities defining the geometry will read
〈XiXj〉 > 0, 〈X1 · · ·Xn〉 > 0. (7.12)
In particular we obtain that 〈X1Xn〉 > 0, therefore the geometry generated by (1, 2,+)
can only be cyclic and not twisted cyclic.
If on the other hand the geometry is invariant under (i, i+1,−) instead, we can see that
(i, i+ 1,−)(i+ 1, i+ 2,−)(i, i+ 1,−) = (i, i+ 2,+), (7.13)
from which we derive that
(i, i+ 1,−)(i+ 1, i+ l, (−1)l−1)(i, i+ 1,−) = (i, i+ l, (−1)l). (7.14)
Therefore if a geometry is invariant under (i, i+1,−), for all i except i = n, then (7.14) tells
us it must also be invariant under (2, n, (−1)n). If we act with (2, n, (−1)n) on 〈X1X2〉 > 0
we obtain

















This implies that geometries generated by negative transpositions must be cyclic for n odd
and twisted cyclic for n even. Therefore for fixed n we just have two types of geometry: one
invariant under positive adjacent transpositions and one invariant under negative adjacent
transpositions. The geometry invariant under (1, 2,+) is described by (7.12), while the one
invariant under 〈1, 2,−〉 is described by the following inequalities
〈X1 · · ·Xn〉 > 0,
(−1)l+1 〈XiXi+l〉 > 0, for i+ l ≤ n,
(−1)n+l+1 〈XiXi+l〉 > 0, for n < i+ l < 2n. (7.16)
At this point we can still use Feven or equivalently Fodd to see if these two set of inequalities
are actually equivalent. Representing the action of Feven on the brackets we obtain
Feven 〈XiXi+l〉 = 〈XiXi+l〉 (−1)l+1, for i+ l ≤ n
Feven 〈XiXi+l〉 = 〈XiXi+l〉 (−1)l+n+1, for n < i+ l < 2n (7.17)
The Feven or Fodd operator maps a set of inequalities invariant under (1, 2,+) to one
invariant under (1, 2,−). Moreover it maps cyclic to twisted cyclic for n odd. Therefore
for any n the geometry compatible with the bosonized maximally-nilpotent correlator is
unique and can be described by (7.12).
8 Conclusions and outlooks
In this work we have used the topological characterization of the amplituhedron in terms
of flipping numbers to study the geometry of the squared amplituhedron. In this new
language the amplituhedron is defined as the geometry having maximal flipping numbers
and positive proper boundaries, up to the one fixed by twisted cyclicity. The squared
amplituhedron corresponds instead to the union of all geometries without restriction on
the flipping numbers and positive proper boundaries. We named the geometries with non-
maximal flipping number amplituhedron-like geometries and propose that these correspond
to products of amplitudes (in the case of minimal number of points n) giving proofs of this at
tree-level and MHV loop level. We have given an alternative non-intrinsic characterisation
of the geometries (at tree and loop level) and their natural triangulation as sums of pairs
of on-shell diagrams (at tree level).
While the superamplitude has maximal residues equal to ±1 the square of superam-
plitude has maximal residues in 2Z. We identify in the structure of the maximal squared
amplituhedron a geometrical interpretation of this feature. In fact we have found that the
amplituhedron-like geometries that compose the squared amplituhedron are almost discon-
nected, which means that their interior are disconnected but their boundaries intersect on
regions of codimension smaller then 1. Each almost disconnected component is a positive
geometry and therefore has a canonical form with maximal residues equal to ±1. Maximal
residues with value higher then 1, correspond to points in the Grassmannian where these
almost disconnected geometries touch. A generalisation of canonical form, the (globally

















and when acting on the squared amplituhedron gives the square of the amplitude. This
square will involve a sum over pairs of equivalent geometries that is responsible for the
factor of 2 in all maximal residues of the superamplitude squared.
The geometries corresponding to individual flipping “patterns” will in general have
spurious boundaries which only cancel in the sum. However the case of flipping number
f = k/2 may be an interesting exception to this rule. At six points, H (1)6,2 is given by two
sign flip patterns {+,+,−} and {+,−,−} which are equivalent under the Fodd map and
therefore each have the same canonical form, which is equal to 1/2(A6,1)2 (2.29). From the
denominator of (A6,1)2 we can immediately see that 〈1235〉 is not a boundary of the two
flipping patterns, unlike for A6,1 itself. The two sign flip patterns are disconnected and the
globally oriented canonical form of the union of these gives the expected result, 2A6,1, while
the standard canonical form of the union vanishes. More generally for f = k/2 = (n−4)/2
(at tree level) the equivalence relation (3.13) maps the geometry into itself and maps
flipping patterns pairwise into each other. This should be contrasted with H (1)7,3 and H
(2)
7,3 ,
for which f 6= k/2. Here each flipping pattern has spurious poles 〈1235〉 , 〈1236〉 which
cancel in the sum and the union gives a connected geometry. It would be interesting to
verify if this persists in general, that is H (f)n,n−4 is a connected geometry for f 6= k2 , whereas
for f = k2 it has two disconnected components.
One would like to investigate further generalizations of the amplituhedron geometry
and what they correspond to. The most obvious thing is to consider geometries defined
in a similar way to the amplituhedron-like geometries but with different signs for the
inequalities. This seems to immediately lead to a vast number of cases. However restricting
to non-equivalent geometries and imposing cyclicity reduces the number of possibilities. As
shown in section 7 this reduces to examining cyclic (or twisted cyclic) geometries. So to
be concrete we could imagine considering more general choices for the physical inequalities
which at the moment we take to be 〈Y ii+1jj+1〉 > 0. We could generalise by imposing
different signs for the inequalities 〈Y 12jj+1〉 ≶ 0 (with the sign of 〈Y ii+1jj+1〉 > 0 for
other i following by (twisted) cyclicity). One needs to first examine if it makes sense to
have some the analogue of flipping patterns etc in these cases. In any case it would be
interesting to examine such geometries and understand what they correspond to.
Objects we might imagine appearing from more general geometries of this type are
products of more than two amplitudes, the simplest example would be NMHV3 at 7 points.
These functions are well defined cyclic dlog forms, which can be seen by their expression as
products of on-shell diagrams. As observed in [14], for m = 2 the NkMHV amplituhedron
is a product of NMHV amplituhedra, An,k = (An,1)
k
k! and as noted below (5.39) we find
by explicit computation that in fact all flipping patterns of maximal amplituhedron-like
geometries H (f)n,n−2,2 have canonical form equal to An,k. For m = 4 the generalization is
still unclear.
If we go beyond the case of maximal k = n − m then even more possible natu-
ral generalisations emerge. Going beyond this case, the natural correspondence between
amplituhedron-like geometries and the product of amplitudes does not seem to hold in the

















direct generalization of (3.17) is not true,
H
(f)
n,k 6= An,f ∗An,1−f for n = 6, k = 1 . (8.1)
Therefore two immediate questions arise:
1. What does the amplituhedron-like geometry correspond to for n > k +m?
2. Is there a geometry corresponding to the product of two general (i.e. non parity
conjugate) amplitudes?
We have an answer to the first question in the MHV case at loop level as the product of




An,0,l′ An,0,l−l′ . (8.2)
However, in the above equation A is the anti-MHV amplitude divided by tree-level. Such
a quantity has no analogue beyond the MHV case and so it is not clear how this formula
will generalise beyond this case.
In looking at the second question note that we have checked numerically that, for k <
n −m, the alternative characterisation of amplituhedron-like geometries (3.29) no longer
works: it is no longer equivalent to the amplituhedron-like geometries. Nevertheless, the
association of a geometry to the product of on-shell diagrams described in (5.14) could be
a starting point for a systematic derivation of the geometry corresponding to the products
An,f ∗ An,k−f in a similar way as has been done in [32] for chiral pentagon integrands. In
that case, the requirement that the geometry of chiral pentagons giving the 1 loop MHV
amplitude must share spurious co-dimension 1 boundaries isolates a unique solution of
the geometry of the chiral pentagon. It would be interesting to see if similar constraints
identify a unique geometry for the product of amplitudes.
From the geometric point of view the non-trivial nature of the external Z space in the
non-maximal case opens up many new possibilities by looking at non-convex geometries.
Instead of imagining the Zs as fixed and looking at the space of possible Y s we could just
as well consider varying the Zs. Convexity of the Zs can be rewritten in a suggestive way
using sign flip language [14]








+ 1)1n〉 > 0 for k even,








+ 1)n〉 > 0 for k odd,
{〈123 · · · (k+3)i〉} i = k+4, . . . , n has no sign flips . (8.3)
Even though this is clearly a small subset of all the possible ordered Z determinants, these
constraints alone are sufficient to imply that Z ∈ Gr>(k+4, n). This suggests considering
generalised geometries where the last line is replaced by a flipping number condition for
the external Z data, fZ where for the amplituhedron, fZ = 0. These types of geometry

















the correlahedron is the space of Y ∈ Gr(k+n, k+n+4) constrained by the equations
〈Y XiXj〉 > 0. The geometry of the squared amplituhedron can be derived from the
correlahedron by imposing the constraints 〈Y XiXi+1〉 = 0 and then projecting respect to
the intersection points Ỹi = Y ∩ (XiXi+1). The external data, Z, emerges as the points
Zi = Xi ∩Xi+1 on Ỹ ⊥, while Y can be rewritten as Y = Ỹ Ŷ , where the allowed values of
Ŷ gives the squared amplituhedron. In [5] the squared amplituhedron geometry, defined
as in (3.22) was derived from the geometric light-like limit of the correlahedron. However
whereas in the maximal case the Z space is unique, in the non-maximal case this is no
longer true and non convex Zs could arise from the light-like limit.
In conclusion, more work is needed to derive the geometry corresponding to products of
amplitudes in general as well as the related non-maximal squared amplituhedron geometry.
However we suspect non-convex Z configurations could indeed appear.
One could also consider more general geometries still by initially relaxing the assump-
tion of manifest cyclicity. Such types of non cyclic geometries have been explored for k = 2
and m = 2 in [32]. They introduced flipping patterns for the physical inequalities them-
selves and showed that the resulting geometries correspond to interesting loop integrands
called chiral octagons. Remarkably, by taking the union of many of these types of non-
cyclic geometries, they obtain a new geometry, not equal to the amplituhedron, but which
nevertheless gives the one loop MHV amplitude. In this construction therefore cyclicity
emerges in a less trivial manner by taking the cyclic sum of non-cyclic geometries.
It would also be interesting to explore if a similar connection between non maximal
flipping number and products of parity conjugate amplitudes holds in the context of the
momentum amplituhedron [33], where its definition in terms of the sign flip number can
be naturally generalized.
Finally there is a huge amount still to be explored and understood with regard to
correlators and the correlahedron and its interaction with amplitudes and the amplituhe-
dron. Can the geometry be put to practical use in determining amplitudes or correlators
at higher loops. An example of an idea in this direction is the deepest cut [34] which gives
predictions for non-trivial residues of amplitudes at high loop order.
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A Star product proof for m = 1








N(k1 + k2, 1)


















N(k, 1) = (−1)bk/2ck!, Y =
 0 01k1×k1 0
0 1k2×k2

and each bosonised momentum twistor in k+m space is given as Zi = (zi, χiφ1, · · · , χiφk).













〈IY2〉 ((−1)k1 〈Y1J〉) . (A.2)
To obtain this expression we can expanded (Y ∩ J) on Y as
Y ∩ J = 1
k1!k2!
Ya1 · · ·Yak2 〈Yak2+1 . . . Yak1+k2J〉 ε
a1,...,ak1+k2 , (A.3)
to obtain
〈I(Y ∩ J)〉 = 1
k1!k2!
〈IYak2+1 . . . Yak1+k2 〉 〈Ya1 · · ·Yak2J〉 ε
a1,...,ak1+k2 , (A.4)
which shows how for m = 1 the star product corresponds to nothing more than writing the
simplest SL(k) invariant formula that combines Y , I and J and has the correct scaling. The
role of the Y s as columns of the identity matrix is just to select the rows, and therefore the
φs, entering the determinant. But since the φs are dummy variables that can be relabeled
if we antisymmetrise respect to Y = Y1Y2 in (A.2) we leave the expression unchanged. We







k1k2 〈I(Y ∩ J)〉 , (A.5)
where (−1)k1k2 come from the convention we chose for the sign of the intersection in












N(k, 1) 〈I(Y ∩ J)〉 (A.6)
which proves the star product formula for m = 1.
B Bosonised product checks for m = 2 and m = 4
Here we would like to give evidence for the star product rule (2.23) by explicitly computing
both sides of the equation for some special cases and verify that they match. We have
chosen two examples that highlight how the sum over permutations in (2.23) is necessary
to give the right result.
Consider the following product of bosonised brackets for m = 2
(〈123〉 〈234〉) ∗ (〈123〉 〈234〉) = −12 〈Y 23〉

















We can verify this result by using (2.25) and projecting both sides on a pair of on-shell
Grassmannian variables (χi)2(χj)2. If we project on (χ1)2(χ4)2 for example, we obtain for
















4 〈χ1χ1〉 〈χ4χ4〉 . (B.2)






2φ2(φ1χ1φ2χ2 − φ1χ2φ2χ1)2 = −
1
8 〈23〉
4 〈χ1χ1〉 〈χ4χ4〉 . (B.3)
The two projections match as expected.
Let’s now see an example of product of bosonized brackets for m = 4. Consider the









〈Y 1267〉2 (〈Y 1267〉 〈Y 1357〉+ 3 〈Y 1257〉 〈Y 1367〉
)
〈1234567〉4 . (B.4)
To check this relation we can again use (2.25) and project (B.4) on (χ3)4(χ4)4(χ5)4. Pro-
jecting on (χi)4 is equivalent to acting with the operator ∂(4)i := ∂
(4)
χi . Projecting on the
right and side and integrating out the φs its easy and gives
1
4 〈1267〉
6 (〈Y 1267〉 〈Y 1357〉+ 3 〈Y 1257〉 〈Y 1367〉) (B.5)































[346][245] 〈1111〉φ 〈2222〉φ + [456][234] 〈1222〉φ 〈1112〉φ
)
+ (φ2 ↔ φ3), (B.6)
where 〈ijlk〉φ = εABCDφAi φBj φCl φDk and [ij] indicate a 5-bracket not containing indices i, j
and analogously [ijk] indicates a 4-brackets not containing the indices i, j, k . Manipulating
the expression using the identities





〈aaaa〉φ 〈∗ ∗ ∗∗〉φ (B.7)





〈aaaa〉φ 〈∗ ∗ ∗∗〉φ (B.8)







〈1257〉 〈1367〉 − 14 〈1237〉 〈1567〉
)
, (B.9)
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